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ABSTRACT
Since the foundation of the University of Vermont’s (UVM) first official
extracurricular organization in 1803—the literary and debating society, Phi Sigma Nu—
undergraduates have continuously produced extracurricular publications for differing
purposes, made possible by the changing varieties of undergraduate organizations that
developed concomitantly with the university over time. Several historical monographs
have been written that utilize these various types of materials to describe undergraduate
student life, yet none have focused their efforts upon these printed sources in and of
themselves, nor has the subject of undergraduate publications merited a full historical
monograph to this day. This thesis seeks to address this historiographical deficiency.
In the first half of the nineteenth century, UVM’s early extracurricular
organizations acted as a supplement to the official classical curriculum, facilitating much
of these early students’ interactions with the English language in a period prior to the
professionalization and departmentalization of English literature within the formal
university. Undergraduates of the early national and antebellum eras employed the
literary and debating society as an organization to connect ideas located in their classical
course work with the vernacular, English-speaking world that surrounded them, and their
publications exist as one of the mechanisms that these students utilized to marry their
early neohumanistic curriculum with the changing necessities of life in Burlington, the
state of Vermont, and the nation on a whole. These undergraduates—immersed in the
oratorical culture of the classical college—published transcripts from important speeches,
discourses, and poems that they had heard spoken at events such as commencement or
the anniversary celebrations of the societies and later desired to preserve for future
reading or sharing with others. Such publications represent the earliest form of
undergraduate publishing at UVM and can provide historians with not only the means to
describe undergraduates’ earliest relationships with the rising medium of print in the new
national and antebellum periods, but also an important clue into the boundaries and
interests of their own intellects.
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CHAPTER 1: PREFACE
The most sensitive barometer of what is going on at a college is the extracurriculum. It is
the instrument of change, the instrument with which generations of students, who possess
the college for but a few years, register their values, often fleetingly, yet perhaps
indelibly. It is the agency that identifies their enthusiasms, their understanding of what a
college should be, their preferences. It reveals their attitude towards the course of study;
it records the demands of the curriculum, or lack thereof. It is a measure of their growth.1
—Frederick Rudolph, excerpt from “Neglect of Students as Historical Tradition,” 1966
__________________________________________________________________

The formation of any extracurricular organization at an institution of higher education is
presupposed by a gap in that institution’s official college training or curriculum and
manifested through concerted student interest in a specific phenomenon, be it scholarly or
unscholarly. Thus, undergraduate extracurricular organizations, like all other types of
human social combinations, do not appear on college campuses arbitrarily, nor are they
unhistorical entities. Moreover, preserved in the records of these type of organizations lie
not only the basic social and intellectual history of the American college student, but of
the college itself, as one educational historian has suggested.2 Since the foundation of the
University of Vermont’s (hereafter UVM) first official extracurricular organization in
1803, undergraduates have continuously produced extracurricular publications for

1

Frederick Rudolph, “Neglect of Students as Historical Tradition,” in The College and Student: An
Assessment of Relationships and Responsibilities in Undergraduate Education by Administrators, Faculty
Members, and Public Officials, ed. Lawrence Dennis and Joseph F. Kauffman (Washington: American
Council on Education, 1966), 47-58, esp. 53.
2
James McLachlan, “The Choice of Hercules: American Student Societies in the Early 19th Century,” in
The University in Society, Europe, Scotland, and the United States from the 16th to the 20th Century, ed.
Lawrence Stone (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1974), 449-494, esp. 485.
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differing purposes, made possible by the changing varieties of undergraduate
organizations that developed concomitantly with the university over time.
The corpus of primary source materials left behind by UVM’s early
extracurricular organizations—particularly its literary and debating societies, Phi Sigma
Nu and the University Institute—provide a unique historical opportunity to examine not
only a subsection of the undergraduate population’s personal interactions with the written
word outside of the formal curriculum, but also the greater media ecology in which they
wrote, read, and lived. These types of materials—when examined in conjunction with the
contemporary historical interpretation of nineteenth-century communicative culture—
provide historians with not only the means to describe undergraduates’ earliest
relationships with the rising medium of print in the new national and antebellum periods,
but also an important clue into the boundaries and interests of their minds. Indeed, the
locations, modes, and substance of student publications provide a soundboard of sorts, in
which the anxieties and prevalent contemporary issues of the student population lay in
wait to be excavated—features that other types of institutional primary sources cannot
provide to the historical record.
Paradoxically, these publications of the first half of the nineteenth century had
very little to do with students’ own compositions—the development of creative writing or
even a formal composition course would not occur until the final quarter of the century.
Thus, UVM’s pre-Civil War era undergraduate publications do not resemble the student
compositions or creative writing so familiar to us, which came to typify late-nineteenth
and early-twentieth century publications. Rather, UVM’s undergraduates of the early
2

nineteenth century—immersed in the oratorical culture of the classical college—
published transcripts from important speeches, discourses, and poems that they had heard
spoken at events such as commencement or the anniversary of the societies and later
desired to preserve for future reading or sharing with others.
This phenomenon is hardly surprising considering that in the preprofessional era
of English studies, student compositions were “subordinated to grammar, etymology,
rhetoric, logic, elocution, theme writing, and textbook literary history and biography,” as
Gerald Graff has so astutely demonstrated.3 At the turn of the nineteenth century, the
“age of student writing” had yet to begin, and although these early publications were not
always explicit transcripts of undergraduate thought, their authors, subject matter, and
historical contexts still provide a useful glimpse into the early nineteenth-century
undergraduate imagination and intellect. It stands to reason that these societies would not
have gone through the exertion to produce these publications—a feat in and of itself
during this period—had they been trivial to the students themselves.
In the first half of the nineteenth century, UVM’s literary and debating societies
acted as a supplement to the official curriculum, facilitating much of these early students’
interactions with the English language in a period prior to the professionalization and
departmentalization of English literature within the university. Before an official student
literary magazine or even a student newspaper was established at UVM, undergraduates
published oratorical commencement speeches, poems, and discourses, which—largely

3

Gerald Graff, Professing Literature: An Institutional History (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1987), 36.
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unbeknownst to them—established student publishing as an extracurricular tradition that
diffused from one student organization to another in the decades that followed. This
extracurricular tradition is still alive and well today in 2019, and it is quite plausible that
such early undergraduate organizations, acting as educational supplements to the formal
curriculum, played a part in helping to encourage James Marsh’s curricular reforms of
1826-1827 by providing an alternative space for undergraduates to explore intellectual
topics found outside the UVM course catalog.
Undergraduates in this era employed the literary and debating society as an
organization to connect ideas located in their classical course work with the vernacular
world that surrounded them, and their publications exist as one of the mechanisms that
these students utilized to marry their early neohumanistic classical curriculum with the
changing necessities of life in Burlington, the state of Vermont, and the nation on a
whole. Mirroring the weekly oral debates commonly held in the extracurricular’s history,
the printed publication provided a novel, less-ephemeral communicative means of
producing discourse to the same effect as debate. The printed publications of UVM’s
literary and debating societies of the first half of the nineteenth century existed—for the
most part—as by-products of the societies’ anniversary celebrations and later, the
university’s formal commencement activities.
Indeed, evidence of UVM’s first literary and debating society’s single foray into
the world of publishing in the pre-1820 period can be interpreted as an artefact of the
traditional classical curriculum taught across many parts of New England. This 1806
publication acts as a sort of intellectual barometer of the academic landscape that the
4

author, Gardner Child, and the other early UVM students inhabited during the early
national period—a landscape deeply concerned with the production of moral civil leaders
through the ancient teachings of the classical curriculum. As the literary and debating
societies continued to publish in print in the following decades after 1820, their rhetorical
styles and selections of orators, and thus oration subjects, transformed in tandem,
fulfilling the varying intellectual needs of each new generation of undergraduates.
In a slowly developing rural print culture dominated by the oral and manuscript
mediums, it is remarkable that as early as 1806 (only a mere three years after the
inauguration of UVM’s first classes) undergraduates at UVM felt so strong a desire to
communicate in English that they pursued a new communications medium that was both
expensive and time consuming for most residents living in Burlington. One historian of
UVM provides the following illustration of the poverty of UVM’s undergraduates during
this period, writing,
The Reverend Alvah Sabin, an honorary graduate of 1826 and member of
the Corporation, wrote in his diary about the discourse delivered at a
commencement by Jacob Collamer, of the Class of 1810, in which he told
of the wildness of the north country and the poverty of its inhabitants.
“Some of President Sanders’ pupils were so poor that they came to class
barefooted; but the Doctor said he would not have his students recite
barefooted, and, if they could not get shod any other way, they must go to
the blacksmith’s and get shod. Mr. Collamer reported the case to his poor
widowed Mother and she succeeded in spinning enough thread to buy him
a pair of shoes. So he took them in his hand and carried them nearly to the
place of recitation, then he stopped and put on his shoes. After recitation,
he concealed his shoes in the pine brush fence. The next day he put on his
shoes and went to recitation as before. In this way his shoes lasted as long
as his Mother could desire.”4

4

Julian Ira Lindsay, Tradition Looks Forward; The University of Vermont: A History, 1791-1904.
(Burlington: University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, 1954), 81.
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Most of UVM’s early students hardly had the funds to pay for their tuition, let alone
frivolous ephemeral pamphlets; thus, the production of these publications in this period
suggests the significance of the intellectual matter contained within the publications to
these early society members. As they continued to annually or bi-annually pursue the
printing of commencement orations in the later decades, these early literary and debating
society members fostered relationships with both local and distant printers across New
England—associations that would prove useful to other publishing extracurricular
organizations at UVM, particularly the University Institute and the Society for Religious
Inquiry. By domesticating the print medium as a student agency in these early years,
society members helped to normalize its use on the university campus and to encourage
other extracurriculars to publish and communicate both in the vernacular and in the
burgeoning print medium. Unlike their colleagues in the south at the University of North
Carolina, for example, UVM undergraduates pursued printed publication within the first
decade of the university’s official classes, and their early explorations into printpublishing may even stand as atypical in comparison to other institutions of higher
education in New England.
Although this student agency may have been inaugurated under dubious
circumstances (perhaps Child’s own egotism), its relevance to today’s extracurriculum
remains undiminished. In the first few decades of the nineteenth century, Phi Sigma Nu
and later the University Institute helped to establish and normalize undergraduate
publishing as an extracurricular tradition that has continued into today through UVM’s

6

many student-run publications (The Gist, Headwaters Magazine, The Vermont Cynic
newspaper, The Watertower newspaper, etc.). Consequently, in pursuing the
establishment of such a tradition, these early students helped to foster an extracurricular
literary culture5 (encompassing both the established oral and manuscript cultures and the
new print medium) analogous to the emerging adult public literary culture present outside
of the formal academy. In a Burlington print culture that was ephemera-rich and bookpoor before 1820, Phi Sigma Nu’s printed discourses—products of the slow
commodification of printed media—remained primarily an oral vehicle for disseminating
student or guest speaker’s compositions or thought.
Phi Sigma Nu, like its descendant student organizations, inhabited a liminal space
between the boundaries of oral and print culture. Rather than displacing oral culture, Phi
Sigma Nu’s publications demonstrate how the early “nineteenth century print culture
surge” worked to reconfigure “what media theorist Walter Ong dubbed ‘the sensorium,’
that is, ‘the entire sensory apparatus as an operational complex’ as it emerges from its
information environment.”6 In other words, both oral and print culture inhabited the
sensorium of early nineteenth century Burlington residents, but as print culture became
ubiquitous and gradually democratized after the 1820s, it worked to reconfigure rather
than replace other forms of communicative culture. The extracurricular literary culture

“Extracurricular literary culture” is defined as an interconnected theoretical complex constituting the
intersections between the intellectual production of literary works by undergraduates, the material
production of such printed and manuscript media, their consumption by other students and patrons, and the
historical, intellectual, and literary contexts in which these texts were produced and consumed.
6
Ronald J. Zboray and Mary Saracino Zboray, “Nineteenth Century Print Culture,” in The Oxford
Handbook of Transcendentalism, ed. Joel Myerson, Sandra Harbert Petrulionis, and Laura Dassow Walls
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 102-114, esp. 102; Walter J. Ong, The Presence of the Word:
Some Prolegomena for Cultural and Religious History (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1967).
5
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established by Phi Sigma Nu in these early decades of the century employed mechanisms
from both communicative cultures, modeling their activities on that of the greater New
England literati, who “founded social libraries and athenaeums intended to link them to a
transatlantic world of print culture and to demonstrate their status in their communities,”
as Catherine O’ Donnell has suggested.7
As new types of students entered the college and the extracurriculum diversified,
particularly after the American Civil War, this extracurricular literary culture was
relocated from the dying literary and debating societies to other types of student
organizations out of simple necessity. Students at UVM no longer participated widely in
the literary and debating societies after the Civil War, and thus the vital student agency of
publishing was gradually transferred to the new dominant student extracurricular: the
fraternity, and more specifically UVM’s first fraternities, Lambda Iota and Sigma Phi.
Despite this measured transition in the middle decades of the nineteenth century, UVM’s
early literary and debating societies provided undergraduates with the first type of
extracurricular organization that lauded composition in English and provided a space for
students to debate their own compositions and ideas and to publish works that they—
rather than any other type of institutional authority—believed were of consequence to
their own lives and intellects.

Catherine O’Donnell, “Print Culture After the Revolution” in The Oxford Handbook of the American
Revolution, ed. Jane Kamensky and Edward G. Gray (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 519-39, esp.
528.
7
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1.1. Methodology
This investigation is methodologically premised upon the close reading and
historical contextualization of all the currently available printed publications produced by
UVM’s literary and debating societies before the outbreak of the American Civil War. By
placing these documents within the historical context of the era’s intellectual paradigms,
media ecology, and collegiate atmosphere, and by examining the backgrounds of their
authors and relationships to UVM, one can gain a deeper appreciation of how
undergraduates registered their intellectual interests and values in the extracurriculum and
developed a dynamic relationship with the slowly democratizing medium of print.
In addition, it is paramount to demonstrate the historical utility of these types of
sources as they have been, for the most part, both woefully disadvantaged within the
historiography of US higher education and historically neglected in the current practice of
physical preservation of institutional records.8 Such sources provide a frequently
overlooked perspective into the students’ own insights about their education, social lives,
and even the curriculum itself, with the advantage (or disadvantage) of such source
material being written by students, usually for the consumption of other students. In a
sense, the very source material of this project helps to bring forth both the strictly textual
and contextual sentiments of past students and their organizations and reveals a history of

8

John R. Thelin, A History of American Higher Education (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press,
2011), xii; John R. Thelin, “Archives and the Cure for Institutional Amnesia: College and University Saga
as Part of Campus Memory,” The Journal of Archival Organization, 7, no.1 (2009): 4-15. It should be
noted that the preservation of official institutional documents exists as the primary mandated purpose of
many archives and libraries affiliated with institutions of higher education, and student publications have
historically fallen outside of the scope of official documents.
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literary continuity—if not in the modes of literary production, then in the action of
publication itself.
Although a study of undergraduate publications could be done for any period in
the institution’s history, this study primarily focuses upon the years between the
establishment of UVM’s first extracurricular organization, a literary and debating society
called Phi Sigma Nu in 1803, and the founding of UVM’s first official fraternity, Lambda
Iota, in 1845. This is because the establishment of UVM’s first fraternity marked a new
hegemonic mode of undergraduate culture at UVM and because of the material and
temporal restrictions intrinsic to thesis composition. Additionally, this study serves to
unfurl only the first chapter of a multipart narrative delineating the general types and
chronological trajectory of undergraduate publishing at UVM: first, our subject,
oratorical publications, then fraternal publications, followed by student newspapers and
yearbooks, and finally the modern “literary magazine” that emphasized student’s creative
writing.9
As such, the current historical investigation seeks to fulfill the following three
objectives: First, to collate a working chronological bibliography of UVM’s literary and
debating society publications from the period between 1803 and 1865. Second, to
historically contextualize the substance of these undergraduate publications within the
greater intellectual contexts of the city of Burlington, the state of Vermont, and the
United States as a literate polity. And finally, to demonstrate the utility of such sources in

9

See Appendix I for a more comprehensive chronology of undergraduate organizations and their
publishing efforts between 1803 and 1886.
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reconstructing the intellectual landscape of a select demographic of UVM students during
the early national and antebellum periods.
1.2 Review of Historiography
Several historical monographs have been written that utilize undergraduate
publications to describe undergraduate student life, yet none have focused their efforts
upon these printed sources in and of themselves, nor has the subject of undergraduate
publications yet merited a full historical monograph.10 There are, however, two
significant monographs that deal generally with two major subtopics of this study:
literary and debating societies and early undergraduate culture. Although these works—
Thomas S. Harding’s College Literary Societies: Their Contribution to Higher Education
in the United States, 1815-1876 (1971) and Helen Horowitz’s Campus Life:
Undergraduate Cultures from the End of the Eighteenth Century to the Present (1987)—
were both produced decades ago, their analyses remain relevant today and the current
author will lean heavily upon the widely accepted paradigms established therein. This
study also leans upon the work of a more modern text—Nancy Glazener’s Literature in
the Making: A History of U.S. Literary Culture in the Long Nineteenth Century (2016)—
which offers the useful idea of a “public literary culture,” that is employed in discussion
of the greater literary culture of Burlington that surrounded the students enrolled at UVM.

10

See Helen Lefkowitz Horowitz, Campus Life: Undergraduate Cultures from the End of the Eighteenth
Century to the Present (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1988); Henry D. Sheldon, Student Life and
Customs (New York: Arno Press, 1969); Nicholas Syrett, The Company He Keeps: A History of White
College Fraternities (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2009).
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This thesis also relies upon the essential work of the higher educational historian
Frederick Rudolph, whose classic texts The American College and University: A History
(1962) and Curriculum: A History of the American Undergraduate Course of Study Since
1636 (1977) remain canonical in the study of American higher education, even today. In
addition, Rudolph’s chapter, “Neglect of Students as Historical Tradition,” in The
College and Student: An Assessment of Relationships and Responsibilities in
Undergraduate Education by Administrators, Faculty Members, and Public Officials
(1966), was essential to the current author’s formulation of an analysis of student agency
and the power of the extracurriculum at UVM during the nineteenth century.
Although there is a scarcity of monographs related to undergraduate publications,
the current author is aware of two online institutional databases that provide digitized
primary source materials related to literary and debating societies and undergraduate
publishing: firstly, one section of Documenting the American South (DocSouth), a digital
publishing initiative sponsored by the University Library at the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill entitled “True and Candid Compositions: The Lives and Writings
of Antebellum Students at the University of North Carolina,” and secondly, Jefferson’s
University…the Early Life (JUEL), a database and interpretive framework sponsored by
the University of Virginia’s Institute for Advanced Technology in the Humanities
(IATH).11 Both of these digital repositories provide users with access to a plethora of

11

For more information regarding these digital resources see: https://docsouth.unc.edu/true/ and
http://juel.iath.virginia.edu/home, respectively.
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images and transcriptions of important institutional primary source materials useful for
examining subjects related to undergraduate life at their constituent institutions.
1.3 Scope and Limitations
Like all institutional or documentary histories, this project’s conclusions are
limited by its inherent provinciality. Every institution is unique, and no college or
university experience is identical to another—even institutions located in the same
geographical locale. Thus, any kind of broad assertion about college life, even at
comparable institutions to the one discussed in this thesis, such as the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC) or the University of Virginia (UVA), are bound to be
filled with specific idiosyncrasies, relevant local histories, and likely an incomplete
physical record. For example, in email correspondence with Erika Lindemann, professor
emeritus at UNC and an expert on student compositions and publications at that
university, I discovered that my theory of undergraduate publishing at UVM was entirely
incongruent with her vast research into the students’ experiences in North Carolina.12
Simply put, there is very little evidence that students participating in UNC’s literary and
debating societies pursued the publication of oratory in the same manner as their
colleagues in Vermont. Rather, students at the University of North Carolina, according to
Professor Lindeman’s findings, did not pursue printed publication until 1844 and the
establishment of The North Carolina University Magazine by two seniors from the

12

Professor Lindeman is a national leader in rhetoric, composition, and literacy studies and has published a
number of works, notably A Rhetoric for Writing Teachers (2001); An Introduction to Composition Studies
(1991); Reading the Past, Writing the Future: A Century of American Literacy Education and the National
Council of Teachers of English (2010).
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leading literary and debating societies of that institution—the Dialectic and Philanthropic
Societies.
Furthermore, this study does not presume to challenge Helen Horowitz’s
conclusions in the formative text, Campus Life (1987), which articulated a series of broad
student categories that developed over time. Horowitz’s trifurcated classification of
undergraduates as “college men or women” (those participating in the established,
hegemonic form of undergraduate culture), “outsiders” (those underprivileged students
using higher education as a means of social mobility), and “rebels” (those working to
subvert or offer an alternative culture of the college men and women), continues to be a
useful theory.13 This broad abstracted method of categorizing students, according to the
conclusions of the current author, remains accurate in the context of UVM: members of
Phi Sigma Nu acted primarily as “college men,” and members of the later University
Institute acted as “rebels,” forming themselves into an alternative literary and debating
society to Phi Sigma Nu in response to a series of intersociety inequities. Indeed, one
might even argue that the publications reviewed herein strengthen, rather than weaken,
Horowitz’s general conclusions about undergraduate life in the early nineteenth century.
This investigation is parsed into three chronological chapters that demarcate the
general historical trajectory of undergraduate publishing at UVM before the American
Civil War. Beginning with the establishment of the university itself during the late

Michael S. Havel and Heidi A. Jaeckle, “Trends in Historiography of American College Student Life:
Populations, Organizations, and Behaviors,” in Rethinking Campus Life: New Perspectives on the History
of College Students in the United States, eds. Christine A Ogren and Marc A. VanOverbeke (Cham:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2018), 11-36, esp. 22.
13
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eighteenth century and concluding with the end of the American Civil War in 1865, each
chapter of this thesis is designed to guide the reader down a familiar linear chronology,
while at the same time providing the historical context necessary for understanding each
subsequent chapter’s subject. Chapter two works to historicize the institutional and
curricular issues of the early college responsible for prompting undergraduates to form an
extracurriculum and to purse printed publication. The next chapter explores the gradually
transforming intellectual substance of the publications themselves within the historical
contexts of James Marsh’s 1826-27 curricular reforms, the Burlington public literary
culture existing outside of the formal college, and the commercial development of
Burlington as a city. The fourth and final chapter explains why UVM’s literary and
debating societies—the hegemonic form of undergraduate extracurricular organizations
throughout New England until the mid-1820s—disappeared entirely from UVM’s
campus by 1865 and the consequences of such a transformation upon the nature and form
of undergraduate publishing.
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CHAPTER 2: HISTORICIZING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE UNIVERSITY
OF VERMONT, THE FORMATION OF UNDERGRADUATE
EXTRACURRICULAR ORGANIZATIONS, AND THE FIRST RECORD OF
STUDENT PUBLICATION, 1791-1806
[C]olleges were now serving a new responsibility to a new nation: the preparation of
young men for responsible citizenship in a republic that must prove itself, the preparation
for lives of usefulness of young men who also intended to prove themselves.1
—Frederick Rudolph, excerpt from The American College and University, A History,
1962, in response to the changing institutional purpose of colleges from the late
eighteenth to the early nineteenth century
__________________________________________________________________
Eight months after the state of Vermont’s official incorporation into the United States in
February 1791, the Vermont General Assembly passed an act that established the
Corporation of the University of Vermont, appointed its first trustees, and spelled out its
rights and responsibilities.2 UVM, like the University of North Carolina, the University
of Georgia, and the University of Tennessee, was established during a spurt of statesponsored university chartering between the end of the American Revolution in 1783 and
the first decade of the nineteenth century.3 This proliferation of institutions of higher
education echoed the nation’s accelerating population and territorial growth, and by the
turn of the nineteenth century there were twenty-five degree-granting colleges within the
United States. By 1820, that number increased to fifty-two, and it continued to grow
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exponentially throughout the Civil War era.4 The number of these college-building
projects initiated before the Civil War was immense; perhaps as many as seven hundred
discrete colleges ventures failed.5 Indeed, college-building projects during the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries amounted to what might be described as
America’s “cottage industry,” as one higher educational historian has remarked.6
Yet despite the rapid domestic growth of the United States during the new
national period, college building projects remained state prerogatives. The widespread
distrust of a strong national government defeated every legislative proposal to establish a
national university in the capital, even into the later decades of the century.
Consequently, as the federal government continued to incorporate new states into the
union, many state legislatures deliberately articulated within their respective constitutions
plans for an allotment of land to be reserved for the purposes of founding a college or
university—a legacy of both the noble institutional purpose of the colonial college and a
pragmatic assessment of the state’s future need for qualified public servants. In New
England, college building projects largely adhered to regional economies and
demography, influenced particularly by the strength of Congregationalism and the
persistence of English common law. Because most rural New England farm families
followed the English common law of inheritance, many second-and third-born sons were
left with no land inheritance, making the option of going to college for self-improvement
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or the opportunity for training in the learned professions an attractive option to this
surplus of young men.7 Moreover, the Congregationalist want of an educated public and
clergy mixed with the provincial desires of different New England populations to provide
denominational alternatives to the four institutions of higher education located in New
England before the nineteenth century: Harvard, Brown, Yale, and, especially in
Vermont’s case, Dartmouth.
Designated in the original 1777 constitution to be the capstone of the state of
Vermont’s future educational system of town common schools and country grammar
schools, the chartering of UVM in 1791 represented the state’s first formal commitment
to higher education.8 The university commenced during a transformative period in
American national history, in which the intellectual and material paradigms of colonial
America began to crumble under the new certainties of a gradually modernizing republic.
Despite the cultivation of a growing Christian piety roused by the Second Great
Awakening (approximately 1790-1840), the collegiate mission of American universities
had, by the time of the Revolutionary War, “undergone a discernible shift away from
religious orthodoxy toward secular learning and leadership.”9 This general shift in the
institutional objectives of the American university can be observed in one critical clause
of UVM’s 1791 charter: the “rules, regulations, & by-laws shall not tend to give
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preference to any religious sect or denomination whatsoever.”10 UVM, from its earliest
foundation, was not destined to become a mere reproductive factory of Protestant
Congregationalist orthodoxy, the dominant sect of Christianity within Vermont at the
time. In fact, UVM was the first institution of higher education in the nation to include a
mandate proscribing denominational favoritism—the very driving force for the
establishment of many of the original colonial colleges.11
This commitment is a palpable indication of a local reconfiguration of national
priorities in respect to education. As the outdated eighteenth-century intellectual models
of interpretation began to falter under the new material conditions of everyday life in the
nineteenth century, the academic assumptions scaffolding the institutional purpose of an
American university education followed suit. In the preprofessional era of higher
education, UVM faced the challenge of staying institutionally relevant in a society that
was quickly reshaping itself into a highly atomistic, urban, and industrialized nation. It
was in this era of profound institutional identity crisis that UVM’s earliest undergraduates
participated in an extracurriculum that engaged with the ongoing debates about how a
distinctly “American system of higher education” should be organized and to what end.
Despite being chartered in 1791, instruction did not begin at UVM until October
1800, under the auspices of its first president and professor, Reverend Daniel Sanders of
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Vergennes (1766-1850). Such delay was a result of the appointment of trustees living out
of state and their inability to attend corporation meetings, along with the evaporation of
Ira Allen’s original £4,000 pledge, which forced the trustees to seek other means of
funding the project.12 Only with the aid of $2,300 raised by the citizens of Burlington
were the trustees able to construct a president’s house and invite Sanders to occupy it—a
foreshadowing of the university’s financial woes in the following decades.13 Few if any
records remain of Sanders’ earliest instruction. However, according to a 1922 historical
chronology, “it appears that the curriculum was similar to those in vogue in colleges of
that day, namely: the Classical languages, rhetoric, mathematics, theology, and moral
philosophy, and in addition, some work in Medicine.”14 This assertion is supported by
further evidence presented in Robert E. Lewis’s 1896 New England Magazine article on
the history of UVM, in which he states that the earliest course of study “was as extensive
as in any of the New England Colleges, and was taken mainly from that of Harvard.” 15 It
is not difficult to imagine how Sanders, a 1788 Harvard graduate and now university
president, used his alma mater’s curricular tradition as a framework for devising his own
curriculum in Vermont. In its earliest years UVM operated in a similar manner to its
colonial progenitors. For evidence, one need only look to a historical discourse delivered
in 1854 by the former UVM President, Rev. John Wheeler, where he states, “[t]he class
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of 1804, received all of their instruction from him [President Sanders], and as the classes
increased, he often employed six, eight, and ten hours of the day, in personal
recitations.”16
Until 1809, Sanders along with tutor Rev. Eliphalet B. Coleman, served as the
entire academic faculty and administration of the university, bearing the responsibilities
of each corresponding role: teacher, fundraiser, administrator, and disciplinarian.17 Like
the traditional system of apprenticeship that typically led to a professional career in
nineteenth-century America, Sanders acted as a master to a set of apprentices learning a
technical trade or craft, the difference being that Sanders’ “trade” was a general
preparatory education in the liberal arts. In this century, a college education was not a
prerequisite for the practice of one of the learned professions, such as medicine or law,
and advanced learning often took place outside of the formal college classroom. One
significant site of such informal undergraduate learning was the first collegiate
undergraduate extracurricular organizations ever created in the United States: literary and
debating societies.
2.1 The American Eighteenth-Century Classical Curriculum, UVM’s Early
Curriculum, and the Literary and Debating Society
The curriculum and organization of American colleges established during the
nineteenth century were modelled upon the earliest nine American colonial colleges:
Harvard, Yale, William & Mary, New Jersey (Princeton), King’s College (Columbia),
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Philadelphia (University of Philadelphia), Rhode Island, Queen’s College (Rutgers), and
Dartmouth—all founded before 1770.18 Reaching further into the past, these early
colonial colleges followed the institutional precedents established by both the OxfordCambridge model and the Continental universities, adopting in a rather piecemeal fashion
some of the traditional customs of these European institutions while synthesizing a
distinctly American way of organizing higher education.19 By the first decade of the
nineteenth century, many of those privileged first and second-generation colonial college
graduates cultivated successful professional careers, and a few became leading figures
within their local communities, some even rising to national fame during the American
Revolution (1775-1783). As a result, these colonial college graduates often, but not
always, were involved in the foundation of new institutions of higher education, acting
externally as trustees or corporation board members or helping directly administer and
staff these institutions as presidents or faculty. Accordingly, those individuals who
directly managed (or established) these new colleges brought with them their colonial
educational backgrounds through a practice of customary academic diffusion and
integration.
What did this practice mean for the first graduating class of students at UVM in
1804? It meant that the prevailing academic paradigms constituting the substance and
method of their classroom instruction was, in its earliest form, entrenched within the
ubiquitous modes of eighteenth-century curricular precedent. Indeed, President Sanders
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was as much a product of Harvard as James Marsh (a famous later UVM president) was
of Dartmouth College. The purpose of the colonial college was to prepare its students for
ministerial work or public service, not through vocational or professional training, but
through the careful study of a classical curriculum; in other words, the study of a range of
humanistic fields, such as Greek or natural philosophy, using ancient texts. This logic
purported that only through an intellectually arduous curriculum would students be
endowed with the “gentlemanly rank” so highly regarded in colonial society and deemed
so necessary for the mental refinement of the nation’s next set of professional leaders. 20
This logic was defended well into the second decade of the nineteenth century by the
corporation and faculty of the strongest proponent of conservative higher education in the
country, Yale University. The Yale Report of 1828, a response from conservative
authorities of higher education to a demand for a more flexible curriculum, best
demonstrates the nineteenth-century defense of the traditional classical education. In the
report, the authors stated that:
The thorough study of the ancient languages, particularly Latin and Greek,
not only before but subsequently to an admission into college, they are
fully satisfied, is, in many respects decidedly and positively useful to the
pupil. In the intellectual discipline of youth, the importance of the study of
those languages, in their opinion, cannot be reasonably denied, and will be
hardly questioned by many whose judgements are guided by the light of
experience. Such study lays open to him the most simple and original
operations of the mind and acquaints him its brilliant and unrivalled
productions. It stimulates to industry and severe and faithful application,
by proving to the student that the mines of learning can be penetrated only
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by unceasing exertion, while it admonishes him of the inutility and fate of
genius when unaided by deep and laborious research.21
The study of classical Latin and Greek texts, in this line of thinking, directly associated
the development of strong intellectual abilities with a mentally arduous curriculum, and
at conservative institutions such as Yale, the classical curriculum maintained its
preeminence well into the first decades of the nineteenth century. This is not to color all
colonial curricula as averse to ventures into mathematics, history, the natural sciences,
political economy, or moral philosophy amongst a range of other bodies of knowledge—
indeed, the opposite is true, even at the more conservative institutions. Many mideighteenth-century institutions’ curricula reflected a quickly growing contemporary
interest in fields outside of the classics, yet they lacked the economic resources or
political capital to make them cornerstones of a typical student’s course of studies. 22
Moreover, according to higher educational historian Frederick Rudolph, the
reverberations of the intellectual revolutions of the Enlightenment could be felt in the
colonial colleges by the eve of the American Revolution: “Newtonian empiricism was
challenging revealed Christianity. Induction was challenging deduction…. By 1766, six
of the eight colonial colleges supported professorships in mathematics and natural
philosophy.”23 A new philosophical spirit, embodied in the works of Bacon, Descartes,
Newton, Locke, and Hume amongst others, began to challenge not only the
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scholasticism, but the very epistemological root of all knowledge embedded in the
colonial colleges, long before the chartering of UVM in 1791.
This new philosophical spirit of empiricism gradually permeated into college
curricula during the second half of the eighteenth century and the first decades of the
following century. Consequently, the typical undergraduate colonial curriculum was
intellectually stultifying to many students and stereotypically consisted of “a drill in
Latin, Greek, and mathematics, with a cursory view of science and some moral
philosophy and belles lettres as the capstone,” according to educational historian James
McLachlan.24 Thus, it can be safely supposed that before UVM President James Marsh’s
major 1826-27 revision to the UVM curricular system, students at the new Burlington
College (as it was so referred to at the time) experienced a curriculum deeply embedded
within the traditions of the colonial colleges, particularly Harvard. Although this
assertion can never be fully substantiated, as it is unclear when the practice of cataloging
began at UVM, and the oldest catalogs have been lost or are yet to be processed, one can
observe the resonances of the aforementioned traditions by reviewing a subsection of one
of the oldest university catalogs available today at UVM’s Special Collections, a course
of studies from October 1823:
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Freshman Class
First Term.—Horace’s Odes, Murray’s Grammar and Exercises, Græca
Majora, Thucydides and Herodotus.
Second Term.—Horace’s Satires, Hutton’s Arithmetick, Græca Majora,
Xenophon’s Cyropædia and Anabasis.
Third Term.—Horace finished, Adam’s Roman antiquities, Blair’s
Rhetorick abridged, Cicero de Senectute and de Amicitia.
Sophomore Class
First Term.—Cicero de Oratore, Hutton’s Algebra, Morse’s Octavo
Geography, last edition.
Second Term.—Cicero de Oratore finished, Græca Majora Excerpta ex
Oratoribus, Tytler’s Elements of History.
Third Term.—Hutton’s Geometry, Livy 5 books, Hedge’s Logick,
Hutton’s Trigonometry and Conick Sections.
Junior Class
First Term.—Græca Majora, 1st Vol. finished, Enfield’s Philosophy.
Second Term.—Tacitus’s History, Enfield’s Philosophy continued, Græca
Majora Excerpta Heroica.
Third Term.—Græca Majora, 2nd Vol. finished, Enfield’s Astronomy,
Jamieson’s Grammar of Rhetorick.
Senior Class
First Term.—Paley’s Natural Theology, Paley’s Evidences of Christianity,
Paley’s Moral Philosophy, Butler’s Analogy.
Second Term.—Stewart’s Philosophy of the Human Mind, Campbell’s
Philosophy of Rhetorick.
Third Term.—Jamieson’s Grammar of Logick and Intellectual Philosophy,
Vattell’s Law of Nations.25
The emphasis on classical authors and languages during a student’s first year of studies is
self-evident. However, if one is to parse the sophomore, junior, and senior course of
study, one finds that the emphasis on classical authors begins to significantly wane by
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their junior year, slowly being substituted with significant contemporary philosophical
and rhetorical works composed in English from Europe, particularly Britain and
Scotland. Although unrepresentative of the first 1800 curriculum, this 1823 course of
studies indicates a significant transformation in the body of literature utilized by
instructors at UVM in its first two decades: classical authorities were gradually being
supplemented or overtly displaced by popular forensic works. The concurrence of both
classical texts and forensic texts in this catalog intimates both the resilience of the
colonial curricular traditions of the first half of the eighteenth century and the new
forensic educational imperatives of the second half of the eighteenth century, and more
specifically in the case of UVM, the early nineteenth century. The intellectual spirit of the
forensic works, however, was the source of inspiration for the foundation of the first
student organization at UVM in 1803: a literary and debating society named Phi Sigma
Nu (1803-1862).
The term “literary and debating society” is not self-defining. In fact, these early
types of collegiate organizations tended to provide much more to their student-members
than just the reading of literature and the debating of contemporary topics during the long
nineteenth century—although debate did take center stage above all other society
activities. Moreover, until some point after 1815 these types of societies were the only
university-sanctioned

extracurricular

organizations

found

on

college

campuses

throughout the United States, and UVM was no exception to this rule.26 For the first
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decade and a half of the century, literary and debating societies represented the
hegemonic form of student social life found on campuses from Vermont to Georgia, and
until the 1810 founding of Phi Phi Adelphi, a purely literary society, Phi Sigma Nu held a
veritable monopoly over UVM extracurricular life. Only with the addition of
organizations such as the Society for Religious Inquiry in 1816 and the College of
Natural History in 1826 did students’ extracurricular options begin to truly diversify at
UVM.27
The official purpose of nineteenth-century undergraduate literary and debating
societies was the intellectual and literary improvement of its members, particularly in
oratorical skill and composition—the latter skill having yet to be institutionalized as a
formal subject of study. As McLachlan reminds us, in the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries, “the American college called itself and was called by others a
literary institution. In the decades before and after 1800 the word “literature” had a far
broader meaning than it carries at present. Today it has dwindled to “mere” literature—to
fiction, verse, and drama. In 1800 it meant, roughly, all knowledge; it conveyed much of
the sense of the present German word Wissenschaft. Students went to college to become
men of knowledge, men of literature, men of letters—to become literati.”28 Indeed, these
literati of the first classes of UVM did very little with English literature within the formal
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classroom. According to the official catalogs, all UVM students were expected—from at
least 1822 onwards—to “attend occasionally to Latin composition, and frequently to
English composition and Forensick [sic] Disputation, and to Declamation.”29 However,
these compositions in English were merely by-products of the elocutionary and rhetorical
practices derived from the early curriculum’s textbook-dependent teaching style, in
which students would compose answers to grammatical and rhetorical exercises found
within these assigned texts.
Additionally, UVM’s earliest students did not regularly engage in a lively
dialectic with the instructor outside of some senior-level lecture courses. Instruction was
primarily by recitation, a method which served the purposes of strengthening one’s
mental faculties, especially the memory. At American colleges in the first half of the
nineteenth century, orality rather than literacy was privileged within the formal
curriculum, as it was deemed the chief communicative skill necessary for a successful
public life.30 Yet this important distinction can become misleading if one is to neglect the
importance of literacy in the old college. Historian John Brereton has noted that, “plenty
of writing took place in eighteenth-nineteenth century colleges” in the form of class
exercises, recitations, written compositions in Greek and Latin, and written translations in
English. Indeed, the old college was arguably a much more language intensive institution
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than the modern university.31 Yet, apart from a few American institutions that introduced
a professor of English or belles lettres prior the American Civil War, most colleges did
not offer an official course in composition or in English literature until 1860 or later.
UVM was not exceptional in this manner. It was only with the emergence of the
departmentalized modern university in the last three decades of the nineteenth century
that the study of literature became a formalized subject of study with a discrete
department and faculty.32 To demonstrate the veracity of these assertions, one need only
refer back to the 1823 course of studies and examine a freshman’s engagement with
writing instruction over the course of their first three terms. In their first term, students
were expected to study both Lindley Murray’s English grammar, adapted to the different
classes of learners—a primer on English grammar, first published in 1795, which
covered orthography, etymology, syntax, prosody, and punctuation—and its companion
workbook, English exercises, adapted to Murray's English grammar, first published in
1797.33 The study of English at UVM in this period was conducted in the same manner as
the ancient languages, and undergraduates might have been given an assignment from
Murray’s English Exercises, such as “Write in the nominative case plural, the following
nouns: apple, plum, orange, bush, tree, plant, convenience, disorder, novice, beginning,
defeat, protuberance,” or produce original examples of “Sentences which require the
applications of the Comma, disposed under the particular rules”—hardly the imaginative
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work found later in creative writings classes.34 In their third term, freshmen were also
required to read Hugh Blair’s 1783 Lectures on Rhetoric and Belles Lettres, an organized
guide expounding upon effective composition and rhetoric—the first textbook of English
literature ever produced, which was introduced to the Yale course of study in 1785. 35
This wide-ranging text covered topics ranging from “The Sublime in Writing” to the
“Origin and Nature of Figurative Language,” and freshman in the 1820s at UVM might
have been expected “to memorize not only the passages of oratory and poetry copiously
quoted by Blair, but large portions of Blair’s commentary itself.”36 Blair’s work
epitomized “the rhetorical idea of literature governing the college,” and his text worked
from the assumption that all forms of expression form a unity, testifying “to the
conception of literature as a public or civic discourse fit for socializing citizens.”37 Under
this conception of the purpose of discourse, it is of little wonder that undergraduates had
such little latitude in their earliest study of the English language at UVM.
Undergraduates’

limited interaction with

the English

language

through this

grammatically and rhetorically focused early course of study is representative of the
institution’s commitment to character formation—the English exercises, compositions,
and recitations of the formal classroom embodied the moralizing objective of the classical
college.
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As one can observe from the substance of these texts, writing instruction at UVM
in 1823 meant little but the rote memorization of the grammatical principals of Murray
and the rhetorical principals of Blair, often culminating in a senior rhetorical declamation
or oration performed at the commencement ceremonies. The study of English literature or
the practice of written composition across institutions of higher education before the
American Civil War—if offered at all—was not concerned with the production of
discourse itself. Instead, as James Berlin reminds us, “students were expected to
memorize the rhetorical principles, governing discourse as they were explicated in
Campbell, Blair, Whatley, or one of their imitators.”38 This pedagogy was rationalized by
the leading educational theory of the nineteenth century: the ideal of mental discipline,
which was premised upon the strengthening of the discrete mental faculties through drill
and exercises and the memorization of general abstracted principals, considered
universally valuable later in a student’s professional career.39
Prior to 1845 and the arrival of courses with the title “English Literature” in the
UVM catalogs, students at UVM only engaged with the English language in the formal
classroom through these required grammatical and rhetorical texts, periodic lectures on
translation, literature, grammar, composition, and elocution, and via commencement
exercises. This largely unfulfilling intellectual engagement with English literature created
an academic gap for the literary and debating societies to fill, and in a report to the Board
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of Trustees early in 1827, President Marsh cited five major problems with the curriculum,
the fifth being that “the brightest students quickly became bored by the curriculum and
textbook-dependent teaching,” a powerful justification for his reforms.40 Prior to 1827,
undergraduates clearly yearned for greater intellectual engagement with the issues and
language of contemporary life, and participation in Phi Sigma Nu and Phi Phi Alpha
offered members respite from the tedium of the pre-1827 classical curriculum. Phi Sigma
Nu, amongst the other UVM literary and debating societies, provided these early students
with academic opportunities for discussion and debate of contemporary events with a
special emphasis on texts composed in English, which were largely absent in the official
UVM college library and curriculum.
The foundation of UVM’s early extracurriculum is, perhaps, even less surprising
when one recalls that the nineteenth century hosted what Gerald Graff has described as a
“communal literary culture,” which saw little need for formal instruction in one’s own
language and thus located literary work outside of the college. In this century,
American’s adult literary education was not concentrated in the formal college, but in the
expansive informal communal literary culture of the general community. College and
town literary societies, lyceums, public discourses or lectures, and speaking competitions,
amongst a great many other omitted literary events, provided an impressive informal
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literary education not found in the twentieth century, and UVM’s earliest undergraduates
flocked to the town of Burlington for literary engagement in the vernacular.41
2.2 The Early Development of Burlington, 1800-1806
For the four students of UVM’s first graduating class in 1804—Charles Adams
(age 19), Wheeler Barnes (age 21), Jairus Kennan (age 21), and Justus Perry Wheeler
(age 22)—life in Burlington was undoubtedly rural, commercial, and for the most part,
poor, at least in comparison to contemporaneous urban life. In a township of only 815
residents within a county comprised of over twelve thousand, it is not difficult to imagine
President Sanders, as UVM historian T. D. Seymour Bassett has written, “when not
acting as town-preacher or engaged in university business, felling pines at the edge of the
ten-acre clearing around the president’s house for more pasture, plow land, firewood, and
view.”42 Unlike the larger townships in southern Vermont such as Bennington or
Brattleboro, Burlington at the turn of the century was, with the exception of the bustling
waterfront, quite commercially underdeveloped and scarcely populated, with few
opportunities for meaningful social interaction between young people. Without the
athletics program or robust array of extracurricular organizations found later in the
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century, this first class of students looked both outward to the town of Burlington and
inward to themselves for sources of leisure and entertainment.
Beyond the halls of the early one-building college edifice, UVM’s earliest
students’ social lives were centered around Burlington’s local coffeehouses, taverns,
fraternal organizations, and churches.43 Religious life during this period was
characterized by the Second Great Awakening, a newfound Protestant enthusiasm
inflected by Romanticism and tied to social reform movements such as temperance.
Entirely new denominations of Christianity were created, and millions of people
participated in some form or another. Undergraduates in Burlington during the first two
decades of the nineteenth century likely felt the reverberations of this religious
phenomena slowly, as the town did not form a church until 1805, nor were any plans to
build a permanent meetinghouse to host services enacted until 1812. In fact, the town
witnessed a schism of its sole congregational society that was organized in 1805 only five
years after its formation (a common occurrence during the Second Great Awakening),
which led to the creation of two separate religious societies and churches: the Unitarian
Church and the First Congregational Church.44 Undergraduates at UVM could join either
of the churches, and though they were required to attend daily morning services and
biblical study on the Sabbath, they were not required to attend services outside of the
university, despite the fact that their first president served as the township’s primary
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minister for many years. For evidence of this policy, one need only look back to the 1810
schism, in which President Sanders rejected the demand of the newly formed orthodox
Calvinist church (The First Calvinist Congregation Society of Burlington, later the First
Congregational Church) that students be required to attend services, pursuing instead a
neutral policy of nonalignment. Sanders was a Unitarian himself, in the Harvard tradition
of the time.45
Taverns also provided a popular social space for students to meet with friends,
lodge for a night or two, or catch up on the local news.46 According to the 1868 Vermont
Historical Gazetteer, students living in Burlington in 1800 had access to three different
taverns: a tavern colloquially referred to as “the Eldredge place,” which was kept for fifty
years at the junction of the Winooski turnpike and the High bridge and Hinesburg road; a
tavern one and half miles east of the Eldredge place kept by Major Ebenezer Brown; and
a tavern two miles south of the village on Shelburne road.47 Two popular coffeehouses—
Bennett’s and John Baker’s—offered opportunities for these young men to indulge in the
caffeinated craze of the century, and if they travelled to the College Street side of Court
House Square, they could visit “Uncle John Howard’s Tavern,” which offered the allure
of live entertainment—an exciting, yet infrequent, luxury of the developing town.48
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Although the churches, taverns, and coffeehouses of Burlington provide an
easily imaginable site of student socialization at the turn of the century, it is unlikely that
the first class of UVM students frequented them often, due to the regimented schedule of
early nineteenth-century university life and the watchful eye of minister-president Daniel
Sanders. Going to university at this time was a unique privilege, especially if one is to
consider the fact that many of these early students’ parents had only a few years earlier
been clearing forests and building cabins on the New England frontier. 49 Indeed, in this
era of student rioting at other universities across New England such as Harvard, “the
young men who were working their way through UVM, most of them by teaching
elementary school during the bitter winter months, had little time for such frivolity,” as
one UVM historian has remarked.50 With so few opportunities for meaningful
engagement with the English language in the formal classroom, coupled with the
stringent general course of study, the first few classes of UVM students quickly resolved
to entertain themselves through the creation of UVM’s first extracurriculum.
2.3 UVM’s Literary and Debating Societies
The nineteenth-century literary and debating societies at UVM were the following
three, often time competing, organizations: Phi Sigma Nu (1803-1862), Phi Phi Adelphi
(1810-1824; 1824—?)51, and the University Institute (1834-1862). The rationale behind
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the founding of additional literary and debating societies after Phi Sigma Nu—especially
when they existed concurrently—can be attributed to both the university’s demographic
growth and the students’ disgruntlement with the leadership of the available
extracurriculars. In fact, the University Institute was initially established as an alternative
to Phi Sigma Nu by several unhappy members, who believed they had been cheated out
of a fair society presidential election, according to one account by a UVM historian.52
This investigation will focus primarily upon the first extracurricular organization that
published in print: Phi Sigma Nu, the oldest, largest, and arguably most productive of
UVM’s literary and debating societies. These societies were modelled closely after the
eighteenth-century speaking societies of the colonial universities, such as Harvard’s
speaking club or Yale’s Linonian Society, arriving in Burlington through a process of
academic diffusion. Such diffusion is apparent in the formation of Phi Sigma Nu and the
composition of its by-laws and constitution. According to one UVM historian’s theory,
President Sanders likely brought the traditions of Harvard’s early speaking club with him
to Vermont, disseminating its traditions and procedures to the young men of the early
university and overseeing the drafting of its laws to exactly match the Harvard example,
misspellings and all.53 Like their eighteenth-century predecessors, UVM’s societies
“staged debates on both classical and contemporary topics; assembled libraries which
frequently rivaled in size of those of the colleges themselves; and promoted orations,
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recitations, and occasional dramatic skits,” as literary society historian Thomas Harding
has proven.54
Phi Sigma Nu was officially founded on May 15, 1803 after the society
unanimously adopted a constitution that was drafted four days earlier. Chronicled in an
1803 record book, the constitution’s preamble articulates the explicit purposes of their
organization:
We the members of this institution, considering the great utility of
education in cultivating and enlightening the natural genius of men; its
high importance in supporting the fair fabric of virtue, morality and
religion; its superior force in restraining the unruly passions, and in
strengthening the powers of reason; feeling therefore, under these
considerations the most earnest desire to promote the means, which tend to
the encouragement of literature, do unanimously agree to form ourselves
into a regular society for the purpose of exercising our faculties, in
disputation, composition, and declamation, on whatever has a tendency to
infuse into the mind useful knowledge.55
It is in these last lines of Phi Sigma Nu’s charter that one can locate the genesis of
extracurricular student composition at UVM, and subsequently, the start of a significant
student agency: student publishing. Much like their peers outside of the formal college,
these young men formed Phi Sigma Nu because they “simply could not see much
relationship between what went on in a college classroom or college chapel and what was
going on where the roads and canals and railroads were being built, where the forests
were crashing down, and where the fascinating life of commerce and trade and
manufacturing were being carried on.”56 In many ways, the formation of extracurricular
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organizations at UVM was a student-led response to an intellectually stultifying and
potentially obsolete curriculum. The literary and debating society ensured that these early
students would be able to study and practice the skills and subjects that they deemed
useful for modern life but had yet to be integrated into the formal collegiate curriculum.
Phi Sigma Nu provided UVM undergraduates with an extracurricular
environment for students to congregate, socialize, formulate their own ideas, read and
write in the vernacular, and debate contemporary issues, free from the prying eyes of the
university faculty. In general, the administrators of universities like UVM assumed the
legal responsibilities delineated by the legal term in loco parentis, which authorized them
to dictate nearly every aspect of student life. As a result, the university’s disciplinarian
responsibilities functioned primarily to direct the good moral development of the student
body, often to the detriment of cultivating their intellectual curiosity or creativity. From
limiting the permissible forms of physical exercise to strict controls on how much time
could be spent with female friends during visits, the classical college’s social controls
encouraged students to find spaces free of administrative oversight where social and
intellectual freedom could be encouraged.57 The literary and debating societies alleviated
these social and intellectual inhibitors by providing both the physical space and an
arrangement of desirable social activities in which nineteenth-century students could
engage.
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In addition to providing a space for UVM undergraduates to read, debate, and
orate, Phi Sigma Nu and the University Institute collected and maintained society
libraries. In 1807, the UVM library consisted of only one hundred volumes—an equal
proportion to the number of volumes privately held by Phi Sigma Nu in the same year. 58
In the first two decades of the nineteenth century, UVM’s official library was modest in
size, and the duty of collecting supplemental volumes (American and British periodicals,
for example) fell primarily to the literary and debating societies. The institutional project
of significantly expanding the official library’s collection began only in the late 1820s
during Professor Torrey’s trip to Europe, after the disastrous 1824 fire that destroyed all
but 125 volumes of the original library’s collection.59 It should also be noted here that
UVM’s literary and debating societies left behind catalogs of their libraries, one of which
indicated that Phi Sigma Nu collected a total 1,929 volumes by 1840, while another from
the University Institute stated that they had collected 1,402 volumes by 1852.60 In 1844,
another UVM catalog recorded that, “[t]he Society Libraries, of which there are three,
contain, in the aggregate, about three-thousand volumes, for the use of members of the
societies respectively.”61
The subject matter within these society collections generally reflected a need to
fill pedagogical gaps in the formal curriculum and individual student interest through
personal donations, purchases, or loans. The breadth of the antebellum Phi Sigma Nu and
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University Institute’s collections was remarkable, and its growth from the first to fourth
decades of the century exists as evidence of the extent to which the members valued their
own extracurricular collection of texts. For example, an 1846 Phi Sigma Nu catalog of
books lists in its index of subjects a diversity of topics ranging from ornithology to
English grammar, theological treatises, and, of course, the classics.62 One historian of
literary and debating societies even suggests that these “libraries supplied books the
college libraries either could not afford or considered infra dig.”63 With the apparent
inadequacies of the college library, the formation of society libraries became a critical
center for the aggregation of contemporary literature—especially periodical literature
from the United States and England—and the materials required for debate and
recreational reading. Of course, the books listed within these catalogs are by no means
representative of all the literature read by members during the period, but rather acts as
one method of mapping the intellectual boundaries of a typical mid-nineteenth-century
UVM student.
Debate, being the dominant activity of the literary and debating society, offered
members opportunities for individualized student expression, socialization, and
explorations into academic freedom. It should be noted that this type of debate was a
stark departure from the traditional disputation models and linguistic devices practiced in
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the classroom. Using informal methods such as humor and emotional appeal situated
societal debate as “less formal, more fun, and more spontaneous than formal curricular
disputations.”64 For example, during the 1830s UVM students such as Charles Eastman
adopted the “middling rhetoric” of the Jacksonian Democrats in societal debate—a
rhetorical style wholly unacceptable in classroom disputation.65 The debate topics
selected by the members of Phi Sigma Nu offer a useful register for indexing the greatest
contemporary problems confronting Americans in the pre-Civil war period, especially
those issues related to the lives of the small number of privileged white men attending
UVM during the first three-quarters of the nineteenth century.66 Debate topics varied
widely. In 1807 students considered, “Whether, under present circumstances, war with
Great Britain would be beneficial to America?”67 In June 1820, they debated whether
“rebellion in a republican government [is] ever justifiable?”68 In March 1826, Phi Sigma
Nu asked: “Would our collegiate course of studies be improved by the omission of the
Languages and substitution of English Classics?”69 The vote was eight for, five against.
The selection of debate topics appears to have been made solely by the student leadership
of the societies with little input from faculty or administrators, providing members with
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an opportunity to express student agency and academic autonomy over their own
extracurricular educations.70
Writing about the debating and literary societies at Bowdoin College, historian
Roger Michener noted that college literary and debating societies acted as “a medium for
student expression in a period when the governance of college affairs was not open to
student participation.”71 Opportunities for self-expression and creativity at UVM were
constrained due to the strict bounds of the curriculum and schedule, and as a result,
students flocked to one of the competing debating societies for these purposes.
Opportunities for debate upon current topics acquainted students with not only basic
parliamentary procedure and systems of debate, but also, historian B. Evelyn Westbrook
argued, “the very political and public questions they would encounter as public figures.72
In a five-part newspaper article series titled a “Sketch of the History of Vermont”
published in the University Cynic in 1901, UVM Professor J. E. Goodrich astutely
observed the prestige of former members of the societies, recalling the following
associates: Henry J. Raymond, the lieutenant governor of New York and cofounder of
The New York Times, James R. Spalding, the founder of The New York World, and
Reverend John Henry Hopkins, founder and for fifteen years editor of The Church
Journal, to name just a few of an exhaustive list.73 Indeed, the literary and debating
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society acted, in effect, as an extracurricular professional training ground for those
privileged individuals who had the financial means or personal connections to pursue
collegiate-level education during the first few decades of the nineteenth century.
Literary and debating societies at UVM, like many other analogous universities of
the era, were composed entirely of privileged white men, despite the failed attempts of a
minority of progressively minded University Institute members to nominate UVM’s first
African American student, Andrew Harris (1814-1841), for induction into the society.74
Women did not participate in UVM’s societies either, simply because the societies
collapsed a decade before the admission of the first two women to UVM in 1871.
Consequently, the atmosphere of debate at these societies served, albeit somewhat
paradoxically, as both an echo chamber of common interests and a platform for
ideological experimentation and criticism. The demographic homogeneity of the societies
was essential to their early success as an appealing nexus of student-led extracurricular
activity, in stark contrast to their shared stringent course of study. However, as a result of
this demographic homogeneity, “the societies also served as mere extensions of
conservative and elite institutions of higher education and therefore assumed the role of
preserving the values of society for future generations.”75 Indeed, it seems that their very
exclusiveness “was a contributing factor to the broadening of alternative social
opportunities, including the rise of athletics and fraternities.”76
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It is likely that the societies’ debates served not as a forum for social activism, but
rather as the insular grounds for discussion about contemporary events and political
controversies within the prescribed elite intellectual traditions of the university.
Notwithstanding this limitation, individuals who engaged with contemporary debate
topics at these societies were frequently forced to assume contrarian positions, and in
doing so engaged with an inherent process of ideological experimentation and criticism
that “provided something that was not fully recreated by the later university—a context
of cultural debate through which students could make sense of their studies.”77 Thus, the
literary and debating societies served to both affirm the values of a small privileged elite
and to challenge this same group to expand the bounds of their own intellectual
imaginations and historical horizons via discussion of relevant controversies of everyday
life.
2.4 Phi Sigma Nu’s First Printed Publication: Gardner Child’ 1806 Oration & the
Neohumanistic Influence
Phi Sigma Nu’s earliest delve into the world of printing and publishing began as
an extension of the oral traditions practiced in the societies’ recurrent debates and
addresses. By examining the oldest available instance of Phi Sigma Nu’s publications—
Gardner Child’s 1806 Oration on Eloquence—one finds the following procedural
resolution adopted by the society printed on the verso of the title page:
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In Society, May 12th, 1806.
Resolved by the PHI, SIGMA, NU, SOCIETY,—That a committee of
three be appointed to wait on Gardner Child, Orator of the day, return him
the thanks of the Society, request a copy of his Oration for the press, and
superintend the printing of the same.
Resolved,—That brothers Strong,
abovementioned Committee.

Clark

&

Bostwick

be

the

Attest,
L. Johnson, Secretary.78
Although much of the important correspondence pertaining to how the early society
arranged for the printing of this oration has been lost to the historical record, one key
entry from the minutes of an early Phi Sigma Nu record book helps to illuminate some of
the pecuniary elements of the process. In an entry dated May 28, 1806, the secretary of
Phi Sigma Nu, Lewis Johnson, recorded the following: “The following resolution passed
in the affirmative, resolved that the sum of five dollars to be paid out of any monies
belonging to this society, be appropriated to defray the expense of printing the oration
delivered by G. Child before the society at the last anniversary.” 79 In 1806, five dollars
was a relatively large sum of money (approximately equivalent to $103 in 2019), and it is
probable that the Burlington printing partnership who filled Phi Sigma Nu’s order—
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Greenleaf & Mills—produced a fairly large quantity of the oration booklets for
distribution amongst members.80
In requesting a copy of the oration for the press and in their action of
superintending this printing, Phi Sigma Nu’s appointed committee of three—James
Strong, Satterlee Clark, and Henry Bostwick—participated in the oldest textually
observable instance of student publishing at UVM.81 This is significant not only because
it indicates the desire of the society to share the intellectual works of members with the
greater literary community in Burlington through the press, but also, when observed in
relation with the quantity and quality of other types of printed media being produced
concurrently in Burlington, this document suggests the exceptionality of undergraduate
publishing at UVM in the first decade of the nineteenth century.
During the first two decades of the nineteenth century, Burlington’s print
industry could only be described as pre-industrialized and rural, purposed to serve the
limited needs of the developing township. Between 1800 and 1820, there were never
more than one or two active printing shops operating in Burlington at the same time, and
many of those professional printers, such as Samuel Mills, assumed the role of printer,
bookseller, and stationer, providing the residents and institutions of Burlington with both
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the means of personal literary production (paper, writing utensils, etc.) and a wide range
of printed materials for entertainment and personal edification.82
Burlington’s print culture paralleled its print market in its diminutive nature.
Studies conducted examining the probate inventories taken between 1790 and 1840 for
towns in the upper Connecticut valley, such as Burlington, have revealed that rural book
ownership was trifurcated into three groups of households; historian Jack Larkin
summarizes:
Some 40 percent of the households had no books at all, not even a Bible, a
proportion that changed little over time; 30 percent possessed small
libraries, containing five books or fewer, a proportion that also remained
constant, although the mean size of their libraries increased gradually over
time. A final 30 percent of inventoried households had more substantial
libraries, with significant increases in size each decade. Book holding
roughly correlated with wealth, with the exception of impecunious
professional men and prosperous but nonreading farmers.83
Curiously, the most commonly owned type of printed media during this period—
ephemera (newspapers, almanacs, pamphlets, etc.)—were not listed on probate
inventories. If this general theory of rural book ownership is to be applied to the township
of Burlington, it would suggest that the vast majority of residents did not have the means,
nor necessarily the desire, to build private libraries—at least not until later in the century.
The heart of early republican print culture in Vermont was indeed ephemera, not
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traditional books.84 The best evidence of this phenomena in Burlington—the center of
intellectual life in northern Vermont—can be located when examining the UVM library
in 1807, which consisted of only one hundred volumes; an equal proportion to the
number of volumes privately held by Phi Sigma Nu, a mere extracurricular organization,
in the same year.85
It is possible to contextualize Child’s oration within the greater Burlington print
industry of the first two decades of the nineteenth century through a brief survey of
Vermont imprint bibliographies, particularly Marcus McCorison’s 1963 Vermont
Imprints, 1778-1820.86 In doing so, one can reconstruct, if only fragmentarily, some of
the types of local printed media being produced in Burlington between the
commencement of UVM classes in 1800 until the beginning of the industrial print
revolution of the 1820s.87 Of course, an imprint bibliography—even one as erudite as
McCorison’s—does not even begin to index a comprehensive account of all the available
printed media one might have read, owned, or browsed in Burlington during the first two
decades of the century, but exists simply as checklist of relevant bibliographical
information (publisher’s name, text’s name, date published, etc.) pertaining to each text
the bibliographer was able to trace.
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With approximately 815 residents counted in the 1801 census, comprised of 447
“Free White Males,” 359 “Free White Females,” and 9 “Free Persons,” the township of
Burlington during the first years of the nineteenth century grew to sustain a moderately
generous reading public with a variety of printing needs—the foremost being a periodical
local newspaper.88 Newspapers in this era provided one of the only inexpensive means of
obtaining information (outside of personal correspondence) about local and foreign
events, and thus they served as a centralized location for businesses to advertise goods
and services and for writers to exchange ideas or to share compositions. In a period
before the steam press, most newspapers in Chittenden county were printed, according to
historian W. S. Rann, on the same kind of press:
the old “Ben Franklin style,” with flat bed and horizontal platen, so
familiar from cuts in the heads of old newspapers and in printers’
catalogues. Every impression taken necessitated first the inking of the type
by a hand roller, then the laying of the sheet to be printed over the type,
care being taken that it was even and “square,” then the taking of the
impression by pulling down the handle of the press, which lowered the
platen on the type, then the raising of the platen and removing the sheet
adhering strongly to the ink with the hand. This process, of course, took a
great deal of time, and was exceedingly laborious and vexing; yet a single
operator, or perhaps two, would work off the whole edition of a newspaper
in little more than half a day. It must be borne in mind that subscribers in
those days were few and far between, and a list of 500 was considered an
enormous circulation for a local journal.89
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Despite the obvious labor intensiveness of rural newspaper production, it was the
newspaper that gradually began to displace almanacs, broadsides, books, and pamphlets
as the dominant vehicle of print communication in the post-Revolutionary period, and
any of the enrolled students in UVM’s first graduating classes could travel to the print
office of John Kelse Baker to subscribe for a weekly copy of the local Burlington
newspaper, The Vermont Centinel, published first on Thursday, March 19, 1801.90 For
the rate of $1.50 per year, a subscriber received fifty-two issues in aggregate, or one
paper a week. The paper’s purpose is tersely summarized by Baker himself in the first
issue of the paper:
The Editor pledges himself that his personal exertions shall not be wanting
to render it a correct and useful medium of intelligence. While aiming to
present for the entertainment of his readers whatever may be deemed most
promotive of the public good, and to disseminate important and correct
sentiments in civil and moral life…. Literary gentlemen, in particular, are
especially solicited to fill the weekly columns with ingenious productions
and original compositions. The poet will find a corner of our pages for the
grateful insertion of his incantations.91
The inclusion of a “literary section” or corner dedicated to local literary productions in
the paper serves as further evidence that opportunities for serious English literary work in
the preprofessional collegiate era remained in places outside of the formal university. The
Centinel ran under several different names (Northern Centinel, Burlington Centinel, etc.)
until its 1872 removal to Providence, Rhode Island.92 Residents could also subscribe to
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larger out-of-state newspapers or newspapers printed in other parts of the state, which
arrived in town weekly through the federal postal service. In September 1817, a third
newspaper was established in Burlington by the Hinckley & Fish partnership; but it, the
Burlington Gazette, as it was called, only ran for a few years and was discontinued in
February 1817.93
Another type of periodical literature being produced in Burlington at the time
was the broadside, a cheap single-sided sheet of paper that typically included information
regarding announcements, advertisements, proclamations, or declamations. During the
first two decades of the century, UVM commissioned Burlington printers to produce
several institutional broadsides informing the public about the development of the
university and the order of exercises for the commencement ceremonies. UVM’s Special
Collections is today in possession of five commencement broadsides from the years
1807, 1811, 1812, 1819, and 1821. These broadsides are demonstrative of the healthy
commercial relationship between educational institutions and local printers, which so
often characterized the business of rural printing. Indeed, the printing of the
commencement ephemera (ball tickets, order of exercises, orations, etc.) represented a
dependable type of ephemeral work order that the university annually requested of
Burlington printers. These ephemeral work orders, such as the 1806 commencement ball
ticket in Appendix III, can provide historians with evidence of how the social networks of
the Burlington intelligentsia operated in the first few decades of the nineteenth century,
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and this particular document also provides a printer’s engraved woodblock representation
of the original UVM college edifice.
The organization of these broadsides, as shown in Appendix IV, serve as a useful
model for understanding the traditions associated with UVM’s commencement
ceremonies during the first two decades of the nineteenth century. It is of great historical
interest that, during the first two decades of the nineteenth century these ceremonies
privileged English over the classical languages, as most of UVM’s addresses, orations,
and discourses of this period were conducted in the vernacular. Since commencement
was a gala event that was open to the greater public, graduating seniors were given an
opportunity to display the important elocutionary and rhetorical skills they acquired in
university—a proof of concept administered in the language they would use in the dayto-day operation of their professional careers. Commencement ceremonies provided
oratorical opportunities for members of Phi Sigma Nu to showcase their learnedness and
elocutionary abilities, such as the English oration provided by an 1807 UVM graduate
named Amariah Chandler to the Phi Sigma Nu Society on the improvement of the
understanding.
Another institutional document intimately linked to the production of UVM
broadsides was the creation of the printed discourse—a tradition of oratory culture—
which generally took the form of a small, multipage booklet. Many of UVM’s earliest
extracurricular organizations such as the Society for Religious Inquiry and the
Temperance Society actively pursued publication of addresses and discourses given
before their constituent organizations. However, Phi Sigma Nu was the first to do so and
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set the precedent for all the succeeding organizations. President Sanders himself
published no less than five separate discourses in Burlington between 1800 and 1805, and
in a half-decade where so few original compositions were being authored and printed in
Burlington itself, it is no small feat that a three-year-old student organization with less
than forty members at a fledgling college such as UVM pursued printed publication of
anything, regardless of its ephemeral format.
Moreover, the fact that Child’s oration was produced two months after Phi Sigma
Nu’s anniversary activities in May 1806 suggests that it was not simply commemorative
ephemera to be distributed during the anniversary celebration, but rather was produced
for the society and orator’s own benefit, rereading, and remembrance. It is these types of
orations, essays, and discourses that were printed by or for the societies’ benefit or
performed at anniversary or commencement ceremonies that are representative of the
earliest student publications ever produced at UVM.
During the early nineteenth century, it was commonplace for orators, such as
alumni, the president of a university, or eminent professionals, to be invited by collegiate
organizations to lecture upon a theme relevant to national life or their professional
expertise. In this century, public addresses were a popular vehicle for disseminating ideas
and they played an integral role in public, social experience. These addresses intimately
linked the speaker’s political or philosophical attitudes with the intellectual thought of the
era, acting as a platform for either the reification or radical dissention from the
undercurrents of national intellectual thought. At Northern and Southern colleges, it was
commonplace for these orations to celebrate orthodox hierarchy, and colleges were
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perceived, historian Alfred Brophy wrote, as “places where students were disciplined to
follow and accept such traditional values as obedience to established thought, patience,
and hierarchy, as well as universal values such as hard work and patriotism.”94
Nevertheless, nineteenth-century literary and debating society members at UVM
demonstrated their agency through the selection of their own orators, sometimes even in
spite of faculty expectations. Accordingly, an examination of the substance of these
society’s publications and how they changed over time offers a useful analytical tool for
understanding the intellectual boundaries of a typical UVM student in the first few
decades of the nineteenth century.
After just a brief inspection of the titles of the works published by the society in
Appendix II, it becomes apparent that the members of Phi Sigma Nu perceived
themselves as men of letters. This idea originated from the reinvocation of the spirit of
Renaissance humanism, based on the revival of Greek and Roman texts and, more
particularly, “on Cicero’s model of the orator, that ideal civic leader who combined in
equal measure eloquence and learning, or, rhetoric and philosophy.”95 The literary and
debating society offered an intellectual platform to apply the truisms wrought from the
classical curriculum to contemporary problems in the model of Cicero’s ideal orator, as
evinced by their weekly assigned oral debates and commencement orations. Upon
graduation, the members of the societies were expected to become public leaders in a
quickly changing republican world, and as such, their formal and informal university
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training intended to hone their mental faculties and rhetorical abilities with the lessons of
the classics for the purpose of creating virtuous public servants.
The presence of neohumanism is most clearly articulated in the only available
printed Phi Sigma Nu publication between the years 1800 and 1820, entitled An Oration
on Eloquence delivered at Burlington, May 12th, 1806, on the Anniversary of the Phi,
Sigma, Nu Society, At Burlington College, authored by Gardner Child, a member of the
senior class. The opportunity to deliver an address, speech, or disputation to the society
was a capstone event appropriated from the eighteenth-century colonial colleges, and
one’s selection for this activity was a highly sought-after academic honor across the
centuries.96 Child’s address provides a useful model characterizing the many orations
conducted during society meetings. His twenty-three-page polemic against the misuse of
eloquence almost directly parallels the classical ethos instilled in recent graduates
through their formal education. For illustration, take one historian’s description of
Cicero’s conception of wisdom: “wisdom without eloquence was of little use to civic life,
eloquence separate from wisdom was often of great harm; only the man who joined the
two could bring true benefit to himself and his fellow men.”97 Now compare this
intellectual conceptualization with the axiom of Child’s oration: “Though Eloquence,
which is not founded on truth, that has not virtue for its motive, may appear pleasing at
first, it will finally discover the deceit through the ornament and magic beauties, which
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surround it, and expose its author to contempt rather than clothe him with honor.”98 The
similarity is striking, and the re-affirmation of the Ciceronian conception of eloquence
and wisdom stands as evidence of the permeation of the tenants of neohumanism into the
literary and debating societies of the first decade of UVM. The intellectual imperatives of
the classical curriculum successfully diffused into the students’ informal curriculum in
the first two decades of the century, as the importance of cultivating a proper and virtuous
rhetorical method hung over the heads of Child’s fellow society members as they listened
to his speech in May.
The oration follows a typical pattern of many eighteenth-century speeches,
issuing classical case studies of right and wrong behavior, before concluding with an
appeal to the other brothers of the society. Child states, “We conclude by expressing our
most ardent desire, that humanity, friendship, patriotism and every other virtue, which
ennoble true and useful eloquence, may find a residence in every American breast; and
by their energetic influence bear this nation to, that summit of glory, to which her
situation invites.”99 In this excerpt, one bears witnesses to both the nineteenth century’s
obsession with the trope of “progress” and the speaker’s concern for the cultivation of
useful and moral eloquence amongst his peers across the nation. Indeed, the
neohumanistic students of the early decades of the university’s history viewed themselves
as those who would soon be responsible for the reformation of society according to the
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classical ideals inflected upon them by the formal curriculum.100 Yet, as the decades
progressed and the nation grew, new members entered into the society, and the selection
of orators and subject material evolved concurrently, vacillating between topical
relevancy and the orators’ availability.
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CHAPTER 3: LITERARY AND DEBATING SOCIETY PUBLICATIONS, 18231865
We are not stationary yet. Our social, political, and moral relations are continually
assuming new, and sometimes wholly unlooked for positions. Not only towns rising up
but even states—names our fathers never heard of, familiar in our mouths. A new region
opened, as it were, for every new generation, and presenting new motives to exertion,
some new stimulus to ambition, new spheres of action, new modes of application.1
—George G. Ingersoll, selection from his 1837 commencement address before the
literary and debating societies of UVM
__________________________________________________________________

Nothing about material or intellectual life was stationary for the undergraduates of
antebellum UVM. Between the 1820s and 1840s, the university itself underwent
significant institutional transformations under the five presidents who directed its
business. From the building of an entirely new college edifice after the devastating May
1824 fire, to James Marsh’s extraordinary curricular reform in 1826-7 and the large
expansion of the faculty under John Wheeler in the 1830s, UVM by the mid-1840s would
have been unrecognizable to the first graduating class of 1804. As the university grew, so
too did the extracurriculum, which began to diversify with the addition of the College of
Natural History—a natural history society—and the Society for Religious Inquiry in
1826; Phi Sigma Nu’s rival literary and debating society, the University Institute in 1834;
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and finally a secret smoking society named Phylos Kapnon (Lovers of Smoke) that later
became UVM’s first fraternity, Lambda Iota, in 1836.2
As the nation continued to expand westward and grapple with the realities of
urbanization and industrialization, undergraduates at UVM continually wrote, debated,
and published compositions, participating—although provincially—in the greater
intellectual debates surrounding the trajectory of the nation’s future, such as how a truly
American form of higher education might be organized or the rationale behind an
emerging American literature. Yet, by mid-century, UVM’s literary and debating
societies began to gradually lose their hegemonic status as the dominant form of
undergraduate extracurricular life as enrollments steadily increased and students began to
organize themselves into social polities called fraternities—a type of extracurricular
organization that came to dominate undergraduate social life until the 1970s, according to
one historian of fraternal life.3 In the decades after their inception at Union College in
1825, undergraduate fraternity membership continued to soar, and by the end of the
American Civil War in 1865, undergraduates at UVM fully relocated both their
extracurricular literary culture and publishing energies from the older, dying literary and
debating societies to the new fraternities or the other types of new extracurricular
organizations.
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These mid-century decades, however, proved to be UVM’s literary and debating
societies’ most productive; the societies published at least thirteen discrete addresses and
two catalogs of books.4 In the antebellum era, societies still offered members
extracurricular opportunities for professional training through speech making and debate.
However, the issues of import and the style of rhetoric began to transform gradually as
the decades progressed. For example, UVM society members in the middle decades of
the nineteenth century still published orations discoursing on the virtuous moral behavior
of the society members, yet by the early 1830s such orations had dropped the classically
oriented rhetorical method. They no longer debated whether the United States should
maintain a standing army, but rather pursued the subjects of consequence of their time,
not the past generation. Issues such as the effect of empirical sciences upon civil society,
the necessity of education and the arts in a republican government, or the import and
value of the popular lecturing of the day displaced the older subjects of the early national
period.
In another sense, the substance of student publishing within the literary and
debating societies during this period—although always more cosmopolitan than their
unlettered contemporaries—makes all the more evident Gilmore’s notion of “the
constriction and diminution of rural New England localism in the first third of [the]
nineteenth century,” which occurred as all of rural New England became integrated into
the greater regional transportation and communication networks of the country between
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1780 and 1835.5 The topics of orations and thus the publications reflected a growing
sense of cosmopolitanism within the formal academy, first begun in the late eighteenth
century and later fueled by New Englanders’ widespread participation in commercial
exchange and the formation of a mass culture—two markers of urban modernity before
the common chronology associated with “the industrial era.”6
Burlington’s residents did not urbanize (in the conventional sense of the word)
during this period, but rather appropriated a few of the traditional commercial functions
provided by cities. One piece of evidence of this phenomenon was the “decentralization
of printing and publishing into rural Upper Valley villages after the Revolution [which]
was a development new in transatlantic society.”7 The dynamic communications
environment created by this decentralization helped formulate a new rural état d'esprit,
which allowed individuals to continue to live materially rural, while remaining
intellectually or culturally immersed in the greater world. This new material
infrastructure allowed for a newfangled marketplace of ideas in Burlington and, as
Gilmore maintains, “[w]orks written by people in the next county or region, or halfway
around the world, all circulated widely through rural areas. As rural literacy spread, print
created the first localized dimension of an international community, exchanging
commerce, culture, and most importantly, ideas.”8 As such, the subject of these
undergraduate publications at UVM exist as a sort of observable strata of the greater
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intellectual transformations ushered in by a new generation experiencing life in a far
more interconnected world, in which it was possible for the definition of “intelligence” to
mean “awareness of the contemporary world, and in particular, accurate timely
knowledge of distant current occurrences.”9
3.1 The Modernizing Burlington Print Industry, the Development of a Public
Literary Culture, and Antebellum Undergraduate Publishing at UVM
By the start of the second decade of the nineteenth century, “the economy of
Chittenden County reflected the nexus between the agrarian pre-industrial society and the
commercialized market society of the Early Republic.”10 As the territory of the United
States doubled, its population quadrupled, urbanization exploded, and the output of the
American press expanded dramatically between 1790 and 1840, so too did the number of
communities with printing offices in New England, and as Figure I demonstrates more
specifically, in Vermont. This steady growth of new communities with printing offices
across New England and the nation had serious repercussions for how the US print
industry operated on a whole during the antebellum period. As historian Jack Larkin has
demonstrated, “The census of 1840 counted 1,573 printing offices employing 11,622
workers and issuing 1,303 newspapers. Two-thirds of all those printing offices, three-
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fourths of all weekly newspapers, and half of all printers were located in places smaller
than America’s fifty most populous cities—that is, in rural villages,” like Burlington.11
________________________________________________________________________

Figure I: Communities with Printing Offices, by State, 1790-184012
State

1790

1800

1810

1820

1830

1840

Vermont

2

7

10

12

18

23

Massachusetts

6

13

12

14

30

28

New York

4

20

31

62

74

94

North
Carolina
Total

3

6

6

11

16

20

15

46

59

99

138

165

By 1830, popular Burlington printers such as Chauncey Goodrich or the E. & T. Mills
partnership were not only producing publications for institutions and organizations in a
great many other places outside of Burlington itself, but also in new literary forms and on
new subjects.13
Although stereotype plates and steam cylindrical presses—two of a myriad of
technological markers of an industrialized print industry—did not arrive in Burlington
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until later in the century, the town of Burlington grew steadily demographically and
commercially to become the veritable hub of Chittenden County by 1830. 14 In 1820, the
town boasted the second highest populace in Chittenden County (only rivaled by the
state’s capital, Montpelier) and was home to nine manufactories and a bustling mercantile
port that connected Burlington to the greater outside world.15 During the 1820s, the older
mail lines from Boston to Montreal began regular service, linking northern and southern
New England by means of only a three-day journey.16 Passengers began their northbound journeys in Boston, travelling first to Montpelier, then to Williston, and finally
arriving in Burlington. This new land transportation system, coupled with the completion
of the Champlain Canal in 1823 and the Erie Canal in 1825, linked Burlington to the
markets of Canada and the Atlantic seaboard, accelerating the town’s rise as the
commercial hub of northern Vermont.
In this period of hastening economic growth, Vermont’s print industry began to
gradually industrialize in the 1830s as the ubiquitous wooden hand press began to be
replaced by more efficient iron presses and powered presses. Two printing innovations,
stereotyping in 1811 (the process of casting of whole pages from plaster molds instead of
keeping type standing) and electrotyping in 1841 (the chemical process of forming metal
parts that exactly reproduce a model), underwrote the capitalization of antebellum
printing, and both methods were popularly used throughout New England in this era,
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particularly by large urban firms with the capital to purchase such expensive plates.17
Paper making machines—invented first in late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries
(Foudrinier in 1799 and Gilpin in 1816)—also contributed to the modernization of
Vermont’s printing industry, standardizing the quality of print productions and increasing
the number of copies that could be produced per print batch.18
In addition, an American form of the power printing press—invented in 1822 by
Daniel Treadwell in Boston—made its way to Brattleboro, Vermont in 1825, four of
which were used in a (water) power press office, owned by bookseller named George H.
Peck.19 Another VT print historian suggested that, “Simeon Ide, in 1824, used the first
iron printing press for Slade’s compilation of laws of Vermont… [and] in 1849 the first
steam printing press was used in printing the Vermont Union Whig at Rutland.”20
Regardless of where and how these modern print technologies arrived in Vermont, it is
tenable to suggest that by the mid nineteenth century, Vermont’s rural printing industry
was gradually industrializing from south to north as the reverberations of powered
transportation, powered presses, and print capitalization began to be felt in towns even as
far north as Burlington.
It was in this new media sensorium of antebellum Burlington that UVM’s literary
and debating societies produced a robust collection of printed publications that, due to the
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changing nature of transportation and communication in that period, reached audiences
far beyond the legal borders of the town of Burlington. The extant publications left
behind are likely only a fraction of what was actually produced by the societies.
However, this small selection provides a contemporary reader with countless
opportunities to delve into the material and intellectual realities of undergraduates
making their way in life during the antebellum era in northern Vermont. Although the
subject material and length of the society’s publications evolved dramatically between
1800 and 1844, their most important function for students remained the same as earlier in
the century: the organizations persisted as a mediator between the students’ formal
academic life and their informal life—a place where students could connect their course
work and the skills learned therein to the greater contemporary world.
Members of Phi Sigma Nu were not the only beneficiaries of the new
opportunities created through the democratization of printed media in Burlington.
Between the 1820s and 1840s, the township of Burlington also experienced a flowering
of its public literary culture,21 catalyzed both by the large quantity of special-interest
periodical publications launched during that period and the establishment of several local
public organizations intended to connect the reading public with adult educational
resources and organizations. Never before in the history of Burlington’s printing industry
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were there more periodical literary ventures launched—despite many of their short life
spans—and never before were there as many options of publications for the average
reading consumer to enjoy. This supposition is not original; in fact, a historian in 1886
wrote that, “[g]lancing over the history of the press of Chittenden county, one is struck
with two somewhat remarkable facts: First, that there has been a gradual diminution in
the number of newspapers and other journals published in the county from the earlier part
of the present century until now; and secondly, that the journals which have longest
survived have been those with a political basis.”22 From a brand-new newspaper with a
dissenting political outlook to the older Democratic Centinel—known later as The
Burlington Free Press—to a paper devoted only to local agricultural affairs, the
diversification of the types of periodical literature produced in antebellum Burlington
paralleled the larger media consumption transformations occurring across the nation as
inflected by the technological print revolution of the 1820s. In this era of both the highly
volatile “Jacksonian Press” and the extremely affordable “Penny Press,” special-interest
publications aimed at a specific segment of a population proved to be either highly
lucrative ventures or utter failures—take for example the national success of Godey’s
Lady’s Book in the late 1830s and the many failed upstart publications begun in
Burlington during the 1820s throughout the 1850s.23
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Paralleling this expansion of periodical literary ventures in Burlington was the
creation of two adult educational organizations in 1830, the Burlington Lyceum and the
Burlington Mechanic’s Institute, that both demonstrated the Burlington public’s
newfound interest in the practical aspects of science, particularly in the exciting public
lectures performed on the topics of electricity and chemistry.24 Burlington, like many
other northern New England towns, regularly hosted speakers prior to the 1820s for
edification and entertainment, and previous studies have demonstrated how this coast-tocoast circuit of performances and lectures “created a culture of self-education that
contributed above all to nation building,” as media historian Tom Wright has
demonstrated.25 These types of new institutions in Burlington were a part of a larger
educational system encompassing academies and common schools, libraries, athenaeums,
and the early American college—institutions responsible for mediating “the meanings
and uses of literacy amidst the development of printing as an industrial technology of
mass communication.”26 As engines of civil society, the formation of such adult
educational organizations helped to open up
an Enlightenment republic of letters, identified with aristocratic and
scholarly modes of formal learning and advanced literacy, to a larger
world—to wisdom grounded in the diversity of everyday life, both near
and far. The knowledge parlayed by the public lecture was cosmopolitan
in both its pragmatic regards for what books could not teach you, and
liberal in its toleration, if not celebration, of the plurality of truths abroad
beyond the classroom, or the study, brought to life on the platform.27
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Thus, undergraduates publishing in this period were immersed—outside their formal
education at the university—in a public literary culture devoted to the democratization
and dissemination of scholarly knowledge and its useful applications in everyday life,
empowered by new material printing apparatuses necessary for the massification of print.
Indeed, their extracurricular publications stand as powerful evidence of how students of
different generations conceptualized their own media consumption and production and
the variations among generations’ perspectives on the utility of education itself.
Such publications also demonstrate that society members conducted both internal
and external forms of discourse via their society debates, invited lectures, and
publications that intimately tied the contemporary issues of their lives with the greater
intellectual debates occurring exterior to the campus grounds. By inviting speakers—
sometimes for commencement, sometimes simply for the society’s enjoyment and
edification—and publishing their orations, these early undergraduates modelled their own
extracurricular organizations after the greater rapidly growing lyceum movement. In the
same manner that the UVM extracurricular College of Natural History Society helped to
bring interest in natural history—a field of study only beginning to emerge nationally in
the 1820s— to a small town in northern Vermont, so too did the literary and debating
societies bring interest in new intellectual topics associated with the humanities to
Burlington, only decades earlier.28 After 1820, UVM’s undergraduates extracurricular
literary culture assumed a new cosmopolitan character in tandem with the public literary
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culture of the greater Burlington community. In fact, the creation of this extracurricular
literary culture can be viewed as a student-led response to a pre-professional university
landscape that had yet to institutionalize the subject of English amongst a great number of
other gradually professionalizing fields that were interesting to students—a culture
facilitated by the societies that fulfilled the very same role as the Burlington Lyceum and
other similar types of adult education organizations of the era: to provide useful
education to the public.
As the decades progressed after 1820 and the “diminution of rural New England
localism” was gradually realized in places even as far north as Burlington,
undergraduates who attended lectures and published such lectures through their societies
were practicing cosmopolitanism and “developing habits of self-cultivation and
association that defined what it meant to be urbane or civilized for a growing middle
class.”

29

In doing so, not only the platform but also the published oration acted as a

medium for the domestication of knowledge that formatted experience and insights of a
global world for local consumption. Indeed, there is still much historical work to be done
to ascertain the precise scope and circulation of these literary and debating society
publications, but despite this limitation, it is clear that in the post-1820 New England
print culture, UVM’s society’s publications received far more critical notice by
professional publications than previously considered by historians of the literary and
debating society. Compared to the first decade of the century, antebellum society
members were not only engaging in more cosmopolitan discourse relevant to their
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constituent chronologies than ever before, but also in a new communications medium that
facilitated intellectual engagement with other thinkers far away from Burlington and
indeed, from Vermont.
This cosmopolitanism increasingly inflected undergraduate relationships with
printers as the century continued, encouraging students to seek printers outside of their
local geography. The selection of a printer was not necessarily a direct student agency,
but rather a professionally negotiated financial arrangement between the formal society
and their invited speakers, sometimes to the detriment and sometimes to the benefit of the
society’s own printing objectives.30 In this period, like the decades before, undergraduate
relationships with printers remained reciprocal, in so much as both the producer and the
consumer required each other’s business. However, due to the rapid modernization of the
printing industry after 1820, the terms of engagement dramatically transformed, and
students could look to other locations than Burlington for the production and
dissemination of their publications—a feat nearly impossible only two decades earlier.
By 1820, both Burlington as a literate, print-consuming community and UVM as
a concentrated microcosm of that community experienced a series of radical changes to
the operations of everyday life that produced a newfound sense of cosmopolitanism
outside of the college. With the arrival of UVM’s new president in 1826, James Marsh,
the former professor of languages and biblical literature at Hampden–Sydney College in

For more information regarding the societies’ printing objectives, see analysis of Daniel D. Barnard’s
1838 discourse located in Chapter 3, section 3.
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Virginia, UVM’s formal curriculum was forced to confront several of these same forces
of change from within.
3.2 Institutional Transformations: UVM’s Demography & James Marsh’s
Curricular Reforms
James Marsh’s assumption of the UVM presidency in 1826 marked a new
chapter in the institutional history of UVM. Shortly after arriving, Marsh and his fellow
faculty reviewers evaluated the curriculum in place and decided that it was both too
narrow to prepare students for careers in fields outside of law, ministry, and medicine—
the mainstays of the classical college—and too dependent upon textbook learning.31 With
his interests in the philosophy of Kant, Coleridge, and American Transcendentalism,
Marsh renovated the UVM curriculum with the help of two faculty members, George W.
Benedict and Joseph Torrey, to reflect his Coleridgean conception of an “organic unity of
knowledge.” Under this curricular philosophy, each year of study at UVM was expected
to build upon its predecessor, concluding with a capstone senior lecture course on
“Political, Moral, and Intellectual Philosophy” with Marsh himself.32 In 1827, these
curricular revisions were adopted and published in a system of bylaws and a modified
course of “Collegiate Study,” and later, in 1829, in an Exposition of the System of
Instruction and Discipline Pursued in the University of Vermont, which summarized the
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material students were expected to cover each year of study.33 Marsh organized the
college into four departments: the Department of English Literature, the Department of
Languages, the Department of Mathematics and Physics, and the Department of Political,
Moral, and Intellectual Philosophy.34 Marsh also updated UVM’s entrance requirements,
allowed for the admission of students who could only pursue a partial course of study,
introduced student groupings or classes based on progress toward a degree, and created
supplemental elective options.35 Serving as an educational reformer himself, first as
UVM’s president from 1826-33 and then as the professor of Political, Moral, and
Intellectual Philosophy from 1833-42, one can easily imagine Marsh encouraging the
members of UVM’s literary and debating societies to invite speakers interested in
discoursing upon the future trajectory of American education—a topic near and dear to
Marsh’s own heart.
Moreover, considering that “Marsh was himself the product of an education,
both institutional and independent, in which religion was intensely formative,” as UVM
historian John J. Duffy argued, it is of little wonder that undergraduates participating in
the literary and debating societies during Marsh’s tenure were interested in academic
topics surrounding the role of theology in the American college. Marsh was a direct heir
to the tradition of New England piety and likely expected his students to follow suit.36
Additionally, by 1833, leading figures of the American Transcendentalist movement were
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beginning to meet in Concord and Boston, Massachusetts to read and discuss Coleridge’s
Aids to Reflection and, with it, Marsh’s introductory 1829 “Preliminary Essay” and notes,
published by the prolific Burlington printer, Chauncey Goodrich, Marsh’s brother-inlaw.37 One need not be a specialist in intellectual history to comprehend Marsh’s personal
impact upon the extracurriculum at UVM: from 1827 until the apparent end of publishing
efforts in 1850, the subject material of UVM’s literary and debating society publications
revolved around how American education should be organized, whether a Christian unity
of knowledge was tenable, and to what extent theology’s relationship to the college and
the new curriculum might change in the proceeding decades to come.
In addition to the curricular renovations of the late 1820s, UVM’s demography
also began to dramatically transform under Marsh’s leadership, as the college began to
expand its course offerings, enroll individuals from a wider assortment of backgrounds,
and provide students with more agency in selecting courses. As demonstrated in Figure
II, UVM’s enrollment rates gradually increased from a mere forty students to over one
hundred between Marsh’s arrival in 1826 and his premature death of tuberculosis in July
1842. The expansion was undoubtedly driven in part from Marsh’s decision to allow parttime enrollment in the college.
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Figure II: UVM Academic Enrollment and Graduation Rates, 1822-186938
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Additionally, between the presidencies of James Marsh and his successor, John Wheeler
(1833-49), UVM’s faculty expanded from a mere three professors to seven.39 Based on
this increase in faculty and careful observation of the currently available UVM catalogs,
one can observe how UVM’s curriculum underwent a gradual institutional shift from a
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general preparatory education to a seemingly more atomized and departmentalized
education under the aegis of Marsh and Wheeler. By 1850, the last year in which UVM’s
literary and debating societies published material, UVM’s reformed curriculum
encompassed both the traditional classical course of study and the emerging study of
modern languages and the natural sciences. For example, a sampling of the subjects of
study from the 1850 catalog includes Herodotus and classroom exercises in English for
freshmen, Quintilian and mineralogy for sophomores, Horace and electricity for juniors,
and metaphysics and psychology for seniors.40
3.3 Literary and Debating Society Publications after the “Print Revolution”
Phi Sigma Nu’s antebellum publications are indicative of the major material and
intellectual transformations occurring within UVM as an institution of higher education
and the nation as a polity during the 1820s, 1830s, and 1840s. The typical forms of
undergraduate publications in this period—printed orations, addresses, and discourses—
remained, for the most part, identical to the two preceding decades; the major exception
was the introduction of printed poetry in the 1840s. However, the substantive topics of
these publications echoed the sentiments of a generation navigating their own personal
role in the uncertain future of the young republic. As the oldest of extracurriculars and
thus the custodians of the classical collegiate tradition, UVM’s literary and debating
societies in this era demonstrated how the neohumanistic principles of their classical
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education could still be applied to the changing contemporary issues of a new
generation’s lives. Topics such as the call for common education, the establishment of a
truly American system of academic discourse and style of arts, and the need for the
dissemination and diffusion of scientific knowledge throughout American society all
demonstrate the changing intellectual and material imperatives between students and
educators in the early national and antebellum periods.
In this era of flux, continuities can also be located within the substance of
students’ publications. For example, orators in this era—like Gardner Child in 1806—
continued to didactically orate upon the subject of eloquence and its proper uses by
society members. However, by the 1820s, the topic was no longer approached with a long
polemic detailing classical case studies of right and wrong, but rather with attention
drawn to the early history of the United States itself, Christian religion, and the need to
formulate an “American eloquence” best calculated for the needs of a burgeoning nation.
Some of the most marked evidence of this shift in rhetorical method and subject matter
can be observed through an examination of the second oldest undergraduate printed
publication available from UVM’s Special Collections, an 1823 oration delivered by Ezra
Gross before the Phi Sigma Nu Society at their anniversary celebration.
Ezra Gross, an 1806 UVM alumnus, esteemed New York lawyer, and former
student-member of Phi Sigma Nu, delivered this oration before the society on August 13,
1823, about the progressive history of science and its effects. In 1823, students at UVM
under President Rev. Daniel Haskell, A.M. were divided into one of two courses of study:
the classical college with an enrollment of fifty-three students and the medical college
79

with an enrollment of fifty-five students.41 As previously demonstrated, students pursuing
the classical course of study prior to James Marsh’s reforms in 1826-7 read very few
forensic or scientific texts, in their conventional definitions. Thus, Gross’s selection of a
subject located outside of the formal curriculum is unsurprising. Undergraduates
participating in the literary and debating societies utilized these public performances as a
way of engaging with bodies of knowledge or current events largely ignored in the formal
curriculum. The oration itself tracks the development of science from Gross’s historical
site of inception—the ancient empires of Babylonia, Egypt, and India—through the
heights of Greek civilization, then the Roman Empire, early Christendom, the proverbial
yet anachronistic “Dark Ages,” the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, and finally
concludes with the colonization of North and South America. At each historical juncture,
Gross lectured upon the era’s contributions and limitations to the advancement of
contemporary science with the purpose of demonstrating how superstition, bigotry, and
despotism limited the development of pure scientific inquiry. The oration concludes with
the traditional praise of both the literary and debating society as a pedagogical instrument
of the republic and the society members themselves as future leaders of the nation. Gross
stated,
Gentlemen of the Society, From the contemplation of the effects of
science, we are naturally led to consider the means, by which it may be
perpetuated and diffused. Among these, none hold a higher rank than
literary societies…. Who knows but that, in this society, geniuses may be
excited into life, which may, hereafter, display the devotion and energy of
Adams; the cool and unruffled wisdom of Franklin; the acuteness,
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knowledge and self-possession of Jefferson, and the disinterested
patriotism and immoveable firmness of Washington?42
Herein lies evidence of the changing intellectual boundaries of society members and the
orators they invited to lecture before them during the 1820s. This oration blends the
traditional rhetorical method evident in Gardner Child’s 1806 oration—classical case
studies and closing praise of the extracurricular organization—with a contemporary
subject central to the changing realities of higher education in the United States (e.g. the
debate over the integration of scientific fields into the general course of study of the
classical college). As this was an oration delivered on the thirteenth anniversary of the
organization’s foundation, it can be inferred that it was held in similar esteem to the
honor of delivering a commencement address—thus its subsequent publication. Phi
Sigma Nu’s selection of Ezra Gross, an esteemed lawyer and congressional member, was
an intentional action by society members, and, through his 1823 oration, one can observe
the confluence of an older rhetorical method with a contemporary subject found primarily
outside of the formal curriculum.
Four years after Ezra Gross’s invitation to lecture before Phi Sigma Nu on their
anniversary, James Strong—another 1806 alumnus—was selected by the society to
provide an address before the members at the annual commencement ceremonies. On
August 7, 1827, Strong lectured upon the necessity of the establishment of common
schools (elementary schools in contemporary terminology) across the nation. Invoking
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the linguistic markers of nineteenth-century historical-progressivism, Strong argued,
“Literary institutions are signal benefits to the community. They open, expand, and
enrich the mind—store it with useful knowledge—and widely scatter its fruits. The
acquisition of letters is among the earliest advances from barbarism to civilization.”43 In
Strong’s opinion, a well-educated people is what gives power to the republic, and if the
United States was not to adopt common schools in every state for the benefit and
education of all citizens, then it would quickly assume the fate of the Roman Empire. He
continues the oration in the typical rhetorical method, issuing historical examples of the
failures of many ancient empires to ensure public education for all socioeconomic classes
of men and their embracement of gross ignorance, insisting that even in “Africa and Asia
and in some of the fairest portions of Europe, the mental and moral condition of
multitudes of common people is deplorable. Ignorance seems to have been their
inheritance since the flood.”44 Such racially biased argumentation is commonplace in
these types of orations.
In justifying the need for common schools across the United States, Strong
argued that it was necessary for the preservation of the republic as, in his words,
“[d]espotism flourishes best where subjects know the least—Republicanism, where the
people know the most.”45 Such rhetoric is commensurate with the populism of the
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Jacksonian era and the intellectual forces therein which called for the wide dissemination
of knowledge and enfranchisement for all men. Strong expounds upon the benefit of
common schools to civil society arguing that, “Common schools are the sleepless
sentinels of liberty. They have the early and long possession of children. In most
instances, it is in these schools that the young mind can be instructed in knowledge, and
moulded and trained to virtue and usefulness, better than anywhere else.”46 The need for
these common schools may not have been as great in Vermont as in other states of the
union, the state’s original 1777 constitution had after all, required the legislature to
establish a school or schools “for the convenient instruction of youth… [and] one
grammar school in each county, and one university in this State,” and there is evidence
that as the population increased in the state, towns like Guilford, Vermont responded in
turn by setting aside land for a primary school.47 Regardless of the state of Vermont’s
exceptional commitment to early public education, this discourse arrived a full decade
before the “public school revival” movement initiated by Horace Mann in Massachusetts
and Henry Barnard in Connecticut in 1837, which indicates that students within Phi
Sigma Nu were highly attuned and interested in listening to orators who were aware of,
and able to coherently present, contemporary issues of import for the society’s benefit.48
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A final oration from the late 1820s demonstrates how society members from
differing generations could approach the very same topic—eloquence—with entirely
different rhetorical mechanisms and evidence. In 1806, Gardner Child used a rhetorical
method dependent upon familiar classical case studies to argue how society members
should approach the use of eloquence. In stark comparison, Jacob Collamer’s 1828
oration asked: “But what should be the character of this eloquence? That which is best
calculated for the advancement of the mass community, to elevate the standard of public
taste, producing conviction and operative effect upon the mind, is alone the eloquence
here worthy of cultivation. Every thing depends for usefulness on its adaptation to present
wants and existing circumstances.”49 Collamer’s 1828 rhetoric argued for an eloquence
derived out of utility, the public good, and the circumstances of the present—a
foreshadowing of the pragmatic intellectual forces of the post-Civil War era.50 Although
Collamer did not offer page after page of classical case studies to the society members, he
did mention the role of the ancients. Collamer declaimed:
The ancient orators, in all their elucidations and embellishments, had
reference to the fables of their mythology and their national traditions, for
these were the public religion and the national history of that people. This
is correct in principle and worthy of imitation, not by the learned foppery
of [L]atin saws and Grecian apothems, not by servile references to the
comedies of their Gods, the labors of Hercules, “the Nemean lion and the
Arimanthean boar,” but by ever remembering, this is, or should be, a
Christian people, and our nation has a history of its own, neither fabulous
or obscure; and from [these] principles of our religion and the examples in
the life of its founder and his apostles, and from the incidents in our
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history, “gathered up with filial and patriotic zeal,” should our eloquence
be embellished as with useful, national, and christian refinements.51
For Collamer, it was not enough to simply emulate the ancients and to embrace the truths
from their discourses as universal. Instead, Collamer called on the society members to
formulate an American brand of eloquence reflective of the lessons learned through the
students’ own history and through their own practiced religion, Christianity. Rather than
emulating the mythologies and histories of Greece and Rome, Collamer asked that the
society members look inwards for inspiration and decide for themselves, using “modern
evidence” (e.g. US history and Christianity), to formulate their own type of eloquence.
Such a call aligns neatly with the religious rhetoric of some Evangelical Christians
participating in the Second Great Awakening and the arrival of American
Transcendentalist, James Marsh at UVM in the late 1820s, as both movements made a
broad commitment to autonomy and the individual’s role in their own Christian salvation.
This inflection of the modern religious and intellectual forces of the day upon Collamer’s
rhetoric is unseen in the orations prior to the 1820s and serves as more evidence of the
gradually changing intellectual boundaries of society members across each century.
Between the 1820s and the 1830s, one can observe through the bibliographical
data located in these publications’ cover pages, important transformations not only in
where UVM’s antebellum undergraduate publications were being produced, but also how
their length and subject matter changed over the course of ten years. Of the three printed
publications of the 1820s, the two earliest were printed locally by Burlington printers E.
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& T. Mills and the Burlington Free Press Office, while the later 1828 publication was
outsourced to a printer named W. Spooner in Royalton, Vermont. Each of the 1820s
publications ranged between a total of sixteen to twenty-four pages. By the 1830s,
undergraduate publications produced by UVM’s literary and debating societies began to
be outsourced to states other than Vermont, particularly New York. Of the five extant
publications from the 1830s, three were produced locally in Burlington, the first authored
by former UVM alumnus, George G. Ingersoll, and the second being a catalog of books
listing the current titles within the University Institute’s library. The other Burlingtonproduced document was authored by Professor C. S. Henry from Bristol College in
Pennsylvania. The other two publications were produced in New York and authored by
Professor Tayler Lewis of the University of New York and Daniel D. Barnard, a member
of the New York State Congress, respectively. The length of the publications produced in
the 1830s ranged between forty-four pages and fifty-six pages, likely resulting from the
increased ease of production brought about by the print revolution of the decade prior.
On August 3, 1836, Reverend C. S. Henry, a professor of intellectual and moral
philosophy at Bristol College, presented a lengthy discourse to the Phi Sigma Nu society
calling for the exaltation of the intellectual spirit of the nation and the need of a learned
class—a class dedicated to furthering independent knowledge and research, not just the
simple reproduction of knowledge consistent with 1830s collegiate pedagogy. Henry
argued, “In short, we want an order of men surrounded with all needful appliances, and
left with a free mind to follow the impulses of their nature in the highest spheres of
science and letters. Such an order of men is a competent part of every sound and perfect
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body politic.”52 Such calls were timely. During the middle decades of the nineteenth
century, a few adventurous colleges in the United States such as the University of
Virginia and Union College ventured to design an alternative to the classical college
model, to varying degrees of success.53 Indeed, UVM itself had experienced a dramatic
reformation of its curricular arrangements in 1826-7 under President Marsh. In an earlier
1827 report to the Board of Trustees detailing the results of the faculty’s examination of
the existing educational system at UVM, Marsh acknowledged the importance of
educational reform across the nation as a whole: “It seems to be very generally agreed
among men of intelligence in the country that reform is necessary and our convictions
fully coincide with the prevailing sentiment.”54 Thus, Henry’s call for an order of
researchers in the sciences and arts would seem almost revelatory to a reader today,
despite the fact that a modern university system, which could facilitate such endeavors,
did not emerge in the United States until the final quarter of the nineteenth century.
Further along in his discourse, Henry identifies two threats to the healthy
intellectual development of the body politic in the United States: the nation’s profound
love of material wealth and the strife caused by party politics. Henry argued that only the
two conservative powers of the nation—religion and letters—wielded the power to
“check the undue predominance of the more gross and material elements,” of American
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society, and religion had failed to ameliorate the problems itself.55 In 1836, populist
Jacksonian politics dominated American political philosophy, and there was a justified
fear of party sectionalism and demagoguery running unchecked. The 1824 and 1828
presidential elections demonstrated, as Henry articulated, that “it still remains beyond a
doubt that the increasing love of office, the spirit of party, and the profligacy of the party
press, furnish ground of reasonable alarm; and every good man and lover of his country
must desire to see these evils diminished.”56 As the self-proclaimed neohumanisitic civil
leaders of their own generation, it is of little surprise that the Phi Sigma Nu members of
the 1830s desired to listen to an orator willing to discourse upon some of the most
important contemporary issues that would directly touch their own lives: the excesses of
Jacksonian politics coupled with the development of an early commercialized popular
culture. These students lived in an ever-accelerating age of mass politics, massive land
speculation, and industrialization, and although they may have only felt the
reverberations of these large reconfigurations to American society slowly in Vermont,
they undoubtedly were intellectually immersed within them as they opened their daily
newspapers and periodicals each morning.
It is of particular historical significance that Henry’s 1836 discourse before the
Phi Sigma Nu Society was reviewed in the 1837 October issue of the North American
Review—one of the earliest literary magazines in the United States. Despite being given a
rather negative review by the editors of the magazine, their independent assessment of the
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discourse provides a series of interesting clues as to how these literary and debating
society publications fit within the broader public literary culture of the country in the
middle decades of the century. In this issue of the magazine within the “Critical Notices”
section (a segment responsible for reviewing contemporary literature), one finds not only
the Phi Sigma Nu Address, but also several other critically reviewed society publications:

1. An Examination of Phrenology; In Two Lectures, Delivered to the
Students of the Columbian College, District of Columbia, February, 1837
by Thomas Sewall
2. Baccalaureate Address, Delivered at the Annual Commencement of
Lagrange College, June 8, 1837 by Robert Paine
3. A Discourse on Some of the Diseases of the Knee-Joint; Delivered before
the Massachusetts Medical Society, at Their Annual Meeting, May 31,
1837 by George Hayward
4. Wrifford's Chirography, with Engraved Writing Copies, Designed as a
Standard System of Instruction and Style of Hand. For the Use of Schools
in the United States. Newly Revised and Published by The American
Chirographic Society
5. The Relation of Natural Science to Revealed Religion. An Address
Delivered before the Boston Natural History Society, June 7, 1837 by
Hubbard Winslow57
From commencement addresses to natural history society publications, The North
American Review’s “Critical Notices” section provided its readers with critical reviews of
literature from a range of professional societies deemed worthy of criticism by their
professional editorial team—even publications from a relatively small literary and
debating society in northern Vermont. Such evidence, perhaps, even suggests that Phi
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Sigma Nu’s publications in the 1830s had a larger readership than any of UVM’s literary
extracurriculars currently publishing in the twenty-first century—internet and all.58
Moreover, the first sentence of the magazine’s review states that this discourse, first
published in Burlington by J. L. Powell, had already gone onto a second edition,
suggesting that there was some of amount of literary demand for the publication at least
one year after its first publication. Without further evidence, it would be imprudent to
assume that this publication was widely read across the nation, even within the circles of
interested American literati. However, it does stand as concrete proof that these student
publications reached a further audience than the UVM community.
The second extant publication surviving from the 1830s is—by luck of historical
happenstance—the address given the year after Professor Henry’s 1836 address. This
1837 address, unlike addresses in previous years, was pronounced before both the Phi
Sigma Nu Society and the fledgling University Institute, established in October 1834.
The orator of the address was Rev. George G. Ingersoll, an 1815 graduate of Harvard and
1818 graduate of Harvard’s Divinity School who later became an ordained pastor of the
Unitarian Church in Burlington in 1822, serving until his resignation in 1844.59 Like
President Sanders in the earlier decades of the century, Ingersoll was a fixture of the
Burlington religious community in the 1830s, and his commencement address curiously
provides a dissenting opinion upon the subject of the previous year’s address. The
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primary object of argument in Ingersoll’s oration is a rejection of Henry’s proposed need
for a learned class as a means of curbing the material and moral excesses of American
society. Ingersoll asked whether this type of learned order—acting as a check upon
society—“is good among any people; and next, how far it is suited to us and needed by
us.”60 Ingersoll called on the history of such bodies in Germany, Holland, and elsewhere
in Europe as evidence of their potential ineffectuality in the United States, posturing
instead for the greater democratization and dissemination of academic knowledge for all
types of individuals, particularly those he terms “business men.” Ingersoll employed this
term not in the conventional contemporary sense, which of course draws to the mind an
image of those individuals who are private business owners or financiers; rather, he
means individuals who exist outside the academic world. He stated, “It seems to be taken
for granted, that it is impossible to unite the scholar and the man of business—I use this
last title in its widest sense—in one and the same individual.”61 Ingersoll further
delineated his meaning of the term “business men” by conjuring up the false perceptions
that scholars (those who work with the mind) often hold about business men (those who
deal in the physical world): “[t]he scholar and business-man are considered as the
representatives of two wholly distinct classes. The scholar defines the businessman, as
one engrossed by the outward, devoted to physical interests, valuing only what can be
weighed, and handled, and counted. The business-man is not behind-hand with the
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scholar, whom he represents as either a visionary, who dreams about a universal
medicine, and a universal language....”62 In this way, Ingersoll posited the existence of a
dichotomy between the learned and non-learned classes in the United States as a negative
phenomenon that needed to be rectified by the educational system.
In Ingersoll’s address, he, too, concentrated upon Henry’s previously mentioned
tribulations facing American society in the 1830s, but he offered a far more egalitarian
solution: “The union of the business-man with the scholar, is what, in truth, we do
need.”63 Rather than favoring the creation of a privileged class under the guise of a highlearned order to “elevate our general literary character, or check the undue predominance
of the love of money,” Ingersoll proposed that “our colleges should be resorted to by
those who intend to devote themselves to the active business life; and that their privileges
should not be limited, as is now too commonly the case, to a preparation for what are
called the learned professions; but be extended to the occupations of commerce,
agriculture, and manufactures.”64 Such rhetoric is reminiscent—for contemporary
readers—of the 1862 Morrill Land Grant and its objective to fund the endowment and
support of at least one college in each state, “where the leading object shall be, without
excluding other scientific and classical studies and including military tactics, to teach
such branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic arts, in such
manner as the legislatures of the States may respectively prescribe, in order to promote
the liberal and practical education of the industrial classes in the several pursuits and
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professions in life.”65 Indeed, Ingersoll conceptualized “businessmen,” to use his term, as
both those considered most responsible for encouraging of America’s love of material
wealth and those individuals best equipped to stymie its negative effects, under the
stipulation that these non-scholars receive a liberal arts education. Ingersoll supposed,
“For, both characters being thus joined in one and the same individual, the intellectual
refinement of one portion will be preserved from visionary tendencies by the commonsense, practical, views of the other; and in turn repay the debt by saving from a mere
drudgery to the outward.”66 In short, only through the combination of practical
knowledge earned from experience of conducting a trade outside of “the learned
professions” and the intellectual coolness instilled by a collegiate liberal arts education
could America self-regulate properly and check its “more gross and material elements.”
In sum, Ingersoll’s address called for the traditional institutional purpose of American
colleges in this period—character education and leaderships skills—to be extended to a
larger proportion the country’s population to further democratize the conservative college
landscape.67
One year later, at UVM’s annual commencement on August 1, 1838, Daniel D.
Barnard—then a distinguished member of the New York State Assembly—delivered an
oration before the literary and debating societies of UVM upon the topic of the
improvability of human nature. What makes this oration unique is not necessarily its
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substantive content, but rather that the historical record has left behind a related
supplemental document that sheds light upon two important questions related to
publication’s relationship to its consumers: first, how many copies of these publications
were produced at a time and second, to whom were they distributed? Several answers to
these questions can be proposed after examining a society manuscript document titled
“The Report of the Publishing Committee of Barnard’s Address, Oct. 1838.”68 In October
1838, the committee responsible for the publication of Barnard’s address recited a report
before the literary and debating societies detailing the publication process, imprint order
particulars, and distribution process. According to this report, Barnard ordered the
publication of his oration to be produced in Albany, New York, under the stewardship of
the printing partnership Hoffman & White, unbeknownst to the committee or the rest of
the society. Despite this irregularity, the committee—fulfilling its core responsibility—
contacted the partnership over mail for the purchase of “the entire impression, consisting
of 500 copies at the sum of $ 64.80”—with no ill will toward Barnard due to the apparent
judiciousness of his actions. 69
In 1838, $64.80 was a significant amount of purchasing power (approximately
$1,750.53 in 2019)—especially when one considers the fact that the total annual expenses
listed in the 1840 UVM catalog book was only $99.00, which included tuition, room and
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board, and incidentals.70 Luckily, both members of Phi Sigma Nu and the University
Institute provided funding for this publication, a feat that was likely entirely
impracticable without intersociety fiscal cooperation and organization. In determining
how these five hundred copies would be distributed, the publication committee wrote
“that some portion of the edition should be made accessible to the public of Albany;
where the residents & high reputation of Mr. Barnard would readily ensure for it that
publicity, which in cases like the present is equally an object with the Orator of the
Societies.”71 This seemingly well-intentioned statement, changes in interpretation after
the following remark: “These circumstances also rendered the prospect more favorable
there, than elsewhere for realising [sic] those pecuniary advantages of publication which
a proper regard to the interests of the Societies seems to require.” 72 The societies’ desire
to see the expedient retailing of these publications is supported further by the fact that
they appropriated a total of two hundred of the five hundred copies to be sold by a Mr.
Weare G. Little, the principal bookseller of Albany, for the benefit of the societies “at the
usual commission of 25¢/—terms as advantageous as any that could be procured.”73
Indeed, it seems that the selling of the publications served as one of the primary means of
defraying their cost of production.
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Of the remaining three hundred copies of the initial imprint, the committee
reported that fifty were to be delivered to “the Orator” himself, one hundred and six
copies were to be furnished to members of the College who signified an intention to
become purchasers of more copies in the future, and twenty-four copies were to be
appropriated “to the Corporation & Faculty, making the usual allowance of one to each
member.”74 This left one hundred and twenty copies in the possession of the publishing
committee, seventy of which “are now in the hands of the Committee, for the disposition
of the Societies, and the remaining 50 are daily expected to remain in the same station.” 75
At the time of the report, the publishing committee had a total of $13.25 in cash on hand,
with an expectation that the copies sold in Albany would account for the other $51.55.
What one may draw from this report is the idea that these publications were not
necessarily meant as commercial products to be sold like other types of ephemera in a
typical bookseller’s shop. However, they were not handed out for free either. The reality
of literary and debating society publishing in the 1830s at UVM—based on the evidence
above—suggests that the societies relationship with publishing remained first a means of
disseminating a written copy of an important speaker’s discourse to the undergraduate
and faculty circles and only tangentially acted as a commercial business venture as a
means of defraying high production costs. Without further written evidence from the
publishing committees, it remains a mystery whether Barnard’s 1838 oration exists as an
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exception or a rule characterizing the state of undergraduate publishing at UVM in the
late 1830s.
The following year, on August 6, 1839, Tayler Lewis, the then professor of
Greek and Latin Literature at the University of New York, presented an intellectually
challenging discourse before the literary and debating societies of UVM upon the topic of
natural religion as the remains of primitive revelation. In other words, Lewis’s oration
sought to locate primitive religious truths that were supernaturally communicated by God
and commensurate with Christianity within the many ancient natural religions (ancient
Greek polytheism for example) that predated the birth of Christ—no simple task, even for
a scholar of the classics. Lewis argued that, if one was to examine these ancient faiths and
writings, they would have undoubtedly “discovered in their mythology, in their religious
and sacrificial rites, traces of the primitive doctrines of the fall of men, the necessity of
expiation, of an unexpected Redeemer, and even of the sublime mysteries of the Trinity
and Incarnation.”76 Such an argument exists as one component of Lewis’s greater
dissenting intellectual perspective against the popular idea that “men existed for a series
of ages in the lowest state of barbarism, from which they gradually, and by a succession
of long intervals emerged.”77 Rather, one learns that Lewis supposed that “man was
originally furnished by his Maker with primitive ideas and revelations, which removed
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him far from that grossly savage, or corruptly civilized state, which have both been
peculiar to later stages of the world’s history.”78 In short, Lewis believed that the
corruption of urban society in mid-nineteenth-century America and the barbarism of the
ancient world existed due to the lack of God’s presence and direct interdiction. By
viewing the ancient religions of nature as the remains of primitive Christian truth and not
as the early steps of a gradually improving human reason, Lewis not only provided an
alternative historical narrative that offered proof that “the savage was not the original
state of man,” but also relocated Christianity—and more specifically the hand of God—
as the prime mover in the development of mankind.79 In an American intellectual
landscape growing more and more dependent upon inductive reasoning and empirical
evidence modelled after the German university research model (where many Americans
attended graduate school in this era), Lewis’s conservative arguments illuminated the
often conflicting relationship between the Second Great Awakening’s revival of a
newfound Christian piety and the American college’s ongoing battle between its
traditional intellectual forces and the new incoming empirically-based fields of study.
Lewis disparaged linguistic and philological theorists—new fields that directly
challenged the presuppositions of his own field, the classical languages, which were
derived from medieval scholasticism—arguing that in no other department have
individuals
proceeded in such silent contempt of the Scriptures as in this…. Writers
on comparative philology have been more occupied with verbal
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resemblances, than with mental analogies, with syllabic niceties of
composition and termination, rather than the ideas and trains of thought
that lie beneath. They have paid more attention to the skeleton, than to the
soul of this noble language. It existed in all its glory long before the age of
Homer. Its earliest were its richest periods. Civilization, and war, and
luxury, and the arts marred, but never added to its primitive beauties.80
The primitive beauties or truths found in the study of ancient Greek, Lewis argued,
provides ample evidence “that in the origin of language, as in the origin of man, the Deity
was directly and specially engaged.”81 Lewis’s oration aimed to admonish any
intellectual attempt to secularize the historical development of mankind or to excise God
from the natural progression of humanity from ancient to contemporary civilization. This
is not to say that Lewis envisioned human history as something other than a gradual
progression—he explicitly argued this later in the oration—but to simply state that Lewis
believed it was the hand of God, not the triumph of a naturally progressing human reason,
that has allowed for humanity’s incremental improvement.82 As the orator felt it
necessary to attack these burgeoning fields and to defend his own conception of the
Christian unity of knowledge, it can be supposed that his oration was, in many ways, a
response to the secularizing forces within both higher education and the nation that he
was witnessing firsthand during the late 1830s. Indeed, Lewis’s arguments revolved
around one simple notion: that faith in God and the Christian scriptures provide the best
means for security against another return to barbarism or downward march of human
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nature. Lewis concluded the discourse with an appeal to the members of the society to
locate their hopes for the future in Christianity and the scriptures, rather than in the press,
in the physical sciences, or even in the free institutions of the nation itself.83
Lewis’s speech, just like C. S. Henry’s in 1836, was reviewed in a professional
literary periodical of the era: the New York Review.84 Despite being allotted only an
unsatisfactory one-paragraph review in the January 1840 edition, one finds another useful
piece of information related to the oration industry on this same very page. The entry
directly prior to Lewis’s review—item number fifteen—is a review of an address
delivered at Amherst before the Literary Societies of Amherst College, in August 1839,
by none other than Daniel D. Barnard, who is described as “one of the best thinkers and
writers of the day.”85 It should come as no surprise that Barnard bounced around New
England’s institutions of higher education in this era, providing orations to the literary
and debating societies; the evidence suggests that it was likely a lucrative business
venture, and there was a rich undergraduate market to provide speaking opportunities to
orators such as Barnard. Indeed, it seems that the business of providing orations to
undergraduates and the subsequent printing of such orations for a profit was
complimented by the industrialization of printing.
The 1840s provided the most diverse selection of literary and debating society
printed publications: two poems, a catalogue of books, and three traditional orations on
various contemporary subjects. Each publication from this decade was authored by either
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a UVM alumni or a UVM faculty member and each publication ranged in length from
eighteen to fifty-six pages. Like the 1830s, the locations in which these publications were
produced were split between domestic production in Vermont and outsourcing to New
York printers.
The first publication from the 1840s was authored by William Henry Cuyler
Hosmer, a New York-born poet who graduated from the University of Vermont in 1841,
according to his 1877 obituary in The New York Times.86 As one of the selected
graduating orators for the annual commencement ceremony by the literary and debating
societies, Hosmer pronounced an original poem entitled, “The Prospects of the Age,”
before the society members. This published poem is, perhaps, the first original literary
student composition produced at UVM consistent with what might expect to find in a
contemporary student literary magazine today. The poem was republished later in 1854 in
The Poetical Works of William H.C. Hosmer, a collection of Hosmer’s poems, historical
scenes, martial lyrics, songs and ballads, funeral echoes, and sonnets. 87 Hosmer himself
engaged in a robust writing career that stretched thirty-six years after his graduation from
UVM until his death in May 1877, and this early poem exists as an archetype of
Hosmer’s “occasional poem.”88
This occasional poem synthesizes themes of New England history, Protestant
Christianity, and the classical curriculum in honor of “the prospects opening in this AGE
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OF LIGHT;” a typical subject for commencement activities.89 By “Age of Light,”
Hosmer juxtaposed the historical context of his own time—the mid-nineteenth century in
a Christianized United States—to that of the presumably “dark” times of the classical
age, in which the triumph of Christianity was impossible. According to Hosmer, this
“Age of Light,” made effectual by the teachings of Jesus Christ through “THE WORD,”
had allowed everyone, from lay person to UVM graduate, to understand that “terrestrial
grandeur is a shade and that all things for Caesar were not made.” 90 To further dramatize
the dichotomy between the contemporary and the classical, Hosmer proposed that the
state of Vermont itself exists as evidence of “Man’s capacity on Earth / To rise
progressive in the scale of worth,” referring to this “fair Republic of the West” (i.e.
Vermont) and to Ethan Allen and the Green Mountain Boys’ efforts in establishing the
state as evidence of how, “Not on light sand-hills of the desert waste / Our Fabric of Free
Government is based, / But on the rock of Public Virtue rests.”91 In Hosmer’s perception
of the past, it was only through the freedoms offered via the Christian God that humanity
could establish “Free Government” (i.e. evidence of man’s upwards progressive nature).
Regardless of literary interpretation, this publication stands as evidence of the fact
that both Phi Sigma Nu and the University Institute members found this speaker’s poem
to be of enough genuine literary worth to be reproduced in print by and for the society’s
benefit. Moreover, the printing of this poem suggests a changing attitude within the
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societies toward the type of literary material deemed worthy of printing. Prior to 1841,
there is no evidence of UVM’s literary and debating societies publishing verse of any
kind, though it was performed at the earliest of UVM’s commencement events.92
One year later, at the annual August commencement ceremony of 1842, UVM’s
newly hired professor of Classics and member of the UVM class of 1838, Calvin Pease,
presented a critical discourse before UVM’s literary and debating societies on the topic of
contemporary popular lecturing and its import and value to the members. Pease begins
the discourse by acknowledging that most lay people peculiarly believe that they are
living in the age of knowledge, science, and civilization and that it has become
“fashion[able] to be learned—to be scientific. Science is the theme in the bar-room, in the
market in the parlor.”93 In Pease’s opinion, the consequence of this commodification and
democratization of “science” has led to the commercialization of the once revered public
lecture, producing a contemporary analogy to the ancient Greek Sophists. He argued,
For, there is amongst us a very numerous class, to whom the term pedant
is not applied, (however deserved,) who yet seek learning mostly for the
purpose of display. They feel a most absorbing desire to shine; to be
distinguished amongst the crowd, and pointed out to strangers. By them,
learning is sought for ornament, not for use; as a genteel accomplishment,
not as the solid ground-work of character; as a pleasant amusement, not as
life’s grave business; as a holiday recreation, not as a stern, imperative,
constant duty.94
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These commercial orators, according to Pease, did little for the actual intellectual
edification of their audiences, but rather fulfilled the audience’s inherent desire for
amusement, for, as he wrote,
something to induce the belief, that no instruction is needed; not for the
opening up of the deep fountains of truth, but for something to limit the
thoughts to what lies, at the moment, under the eye; not for the unfolding
and strengthening of the higher powers, by their proper exercise, but for
that, which, leaving them unemployed, will cause us to forget, that any
such powers are in us, or, that within us, or without us, is anything calling
for their exercise.95
In other words, Pease believed that a large majority of those participating in the lyceum
movement as speakers were not providing meaningful adult education to their audiences,
but rather providing passing fancies or novelties of the current cultural fad: science. In
particular, Pease viewed demonstrative scientific lectures as unable to arrive at “the
Truth” or a conclusion derived from intuition or by ideation, simply because the act of
publicly showing a scientific process presupposed its conclusions (i.e. the process is true
because one has demonstrated why it is true rather than it being true from the necessity of
the terms of the proposition itself). Pease aptly summarized his argument later in the
discourse through the analogy of two distinct men interacting with a single phenomenon.
He wrote,
One man constructs science, as the record of what he has himself seen and
felt, of the eternal deep-working powers; another takes this record, not as
his guide to the insight, but as containing those same eternal powers
themselves. And these are very different men! The one is an humble,
powerful spirit communing with the inmost heart of Nature, breathed on
and invigorated by her life-giving breath, and fed with living bread by her
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unfailing bounty; the other, a needy mortal, weak and proud, having no
communion but with the phantoms of his own hunger. A mere empty
frame work—a dead formula, is all that offers itself to him to satisfy the
cravings of his heart, and his only medium of intercourse with the Life of
Nature or the Hearts of men.96
In short, Pease found error in the equation of knowing something from experience and
knowing something referentially. Indeed, it is clear what type of knowing men Pease
expected the graduating class of 1842 to become. One might also note that Pease’s
background as a professor of classics—a career that could be negatively affected by
popular lecturing—at a relatively conservative institution likely helped to shape his
perspective on popular lecturing
What is most fascinating about this particular publication, however, is not that
Pease found danger in the popular lecturing movement, but rather that it provides a
personal view into the mind of a member of UVM’s faculty in the 1840s who would go
on to become the president of the entire institution. Moreover, it gives the current-day
reader a clue into how Pease viewed the purpose of humanity and the utility of
knowledge at the time. Blending both Christianity and the roots of the classical
education, Pease surmises in this discourse that
[t]he end and duty of man is, doubtless, the full development of his
powers, and the perfection of his being. And all the powers of man are to
be developed by exercise, if developed at all. The powers of cognition are
to be developed by knowing. And an ample field has been prepared for us,
by our infinitely wise and good Father, in which to exercise these powers,
and all our powers.97
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By this token, Pease’s condemnation of the popular lecturing system makes perfect sense
when understood within the context of his intellectual view on the purpose of life itself. If
man’s purpose in life was to fully develop or perhaps even perfect his faculties through
the exercise of such intellectual powers in the material dominion provided by God, then
any kind of impersonal or insincere exercise of those faculties (as Pease acknowledged)
must be erroneous. In short, “the Truth” may be arrived at through science but, as Pease
surmised so beautifully himself, “we cannot find it in science.”98 Such was the danger of
popular lecturing, according to Pease, to provide the impression of truth via the
demonstrative process of science, rather than real truth, which is produced based on the
veracity of the proposition itself and one’s personal exercise of their faculties to come to
an empirical conclusion. If one was to draw any historical conclusions from this
document, it would be that the lyceum movement and its accompanying public literary
culture produced a potent enough challenge to the traditional centers of adult education in
1842 to merit a commencement speaker’s subject of oration.
The third 1840s publication available from the record was authored by George
Wyllys Benedict, an 1818 alumnus of Williams College who arrived in Burlington in the
mid-1820s after being appointed as the professor of Mathematics and Physics (later
chemistry and natural history) at UVM.99 Throughout his twenty-two-year career at
UVM, Benedict displayed a keen academic interest in the system of education in the
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United States, even going so far as too publish an “Exposition of the System of
Instruction and Discipline” in 1829—a treatise very much in line with President James
Marsh’s curricular reforms two years earlier.100 In 1844, before his retirement from the
university, Benedict delivered a discourse before the literary and debating societies of
UVM on the topic of New England educational institutions in relation to the American
government. Premised upon the basic precept that a nation’s institutions embody its
national values, Benedict’s discourse praised the New England educational system’s
embodiment of the nation’s Christian commitment to equality and freedom while
criticizing some of the comparative European models as despotic or inegalitarian by
nature of their own political institutions and national values. One notes a hint of
American exceptionalism throughout the entire work. Take, for example, Benedict’s view
of the English primary education model, he wrote, “[t]hus England with her vast
possessions, her unimaginable wealth, her millions after millions annually expended on
fleets and armies, and with her multitudes of learned and good men, has yet no
governmental system for giving to one of the myriads of children that throng through the
by-places and thorough-fares of her great cities…. No the poor-house, instead of the
school-house, figures on her statute-book.”101 Benedict spends the first three-quarters of
the discourse routinely praising the various details of why the New England educational
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system is valuable and how his European contemporaries’ system is inadequate before
turning to a veritable checklist of contemporary grievances with the American public’s
view of its own educational system.
Benedict begins with the problem of privately established academies and
educational institutions within the United States—unbeholden to any check by a
legislative authority—which he believed detracted from society’s attention toward the
greater public school system. The solution? Benedict suggested that, under his original
supposition, such private educational institutions would inevitably be modified by or
conform to, the power of the public system. In other words, Benedict believed that the
virtuous principles of the American Republic or “American Way” could not be
disentangled from its institutions, be it private or public in nature.102 This critique,
although presented in different terms, is furthered by Benedict’s complain that, “the
preposterous doctrine, somewhat lately put forth, that not only all other religious books,
but even the Bible ought to be wholly excluded from the public schools, especially from
those for the young.”103 Although framed in different language, the presented problem
remains the same: How can Christianity—a fundamental force of New England’s culture,
history, and law—be removed from the general education of its public? In Benedict’s
opinion, it was simply inconceivable, even impossible, and thus “preposterous.” Such
remarks help to characterize Benedict in the later years of his professional career and act
as a sign-post of the challenging educational questions being debated across the nation
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during this “era of educational experimentation.”104 Indeed, Benedict’s remarks about the
removal of the Bible from primary education in the United States illustrated how
Christianity remained a presupposition of the formal academy in Burlington during the
late 1840s. Despite Marsh’s reforms, UVM remained a conservative classical college. In
this transitional period between the classical college and the formal university, a battle of
higher education was being fought across the intellectual communities of the United
States as certain types of knowledge were not only being claimed by certain intellectual
authorities (while other were being reconfigured or outright invented), but also becoming
departmentalized and typified. This battle between forensic “science”—the new domain
of the college—and its traditional province of training the clergy is exhibited fully in the
character of Benedict’s discourse.
One year later, William G. T. Shedd, an 1839 UVM alumnus and esteemed
Presbyterian theologian, writer, and orator, presented a stately discourse before the
literary and debating societies of UVM at the annual August commencement ceremonies
on the method and influence of theological studies. After graduating from the Andover
Theological Seminary in 1843, Shedd held a short pastorate in Brandon, Vermont, before
joining his alma mater’s faculty in 1845 as UVM’s first professor of English literature. 105
For a modern reader, Shedd’s articulation of the topic of this discourse—found in the first
paragraph—reads rather peculiarly. He wrote, “Theology, more than any other science,
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suffers from false views of its scope and contents. In the opinion of many it is supposed
to have little or no connection with other sciences, and to exert but a very small and
unimportant influence upon other departments of human knowledge. Its contents are
supposed to be summed up in the truths of natural theology.”106 Although most
contemporaries would hardly classify the study of theology as a “science” today, Shedd’s
statement in the mid-1840s reveals an important marker of the antebellum academic
culture in which he inhabited, first as a student and later as an educator himself. Shedd’s
employment of the word science in this statement and throughout the discourse situates it
more as a method of inquiry rather than as a discrete field encompassing a select number
of departments—evidence that the complete departmentalization of knowledge within the
formal academy (at least at UVM) had yet to occur. Moreover, Shedd’s intellectual
perspective becomes even more intelligible when coupled with a quick historical review
of his higher education in Vermont under President James Marsh.
The son of a Massachusetts pastor, William G. T. Shedd arrived in Burlington in
1835 to pursue an education in theological studies and quickly became President James
Marsh’s protégé. Under the direction of his new mentor, Shedd derived a great
appreciation for both the writings of Samuel Taylor Coleridge and Marsh’s own form of
American Transcendentalism, completing Marsh’s original project of publishing an
American edition of Coleridge’s collected works in 1854, eleven years after Marsh’s
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death.107 Under the Marsh reforms of the late 1820s, UVM’s four-year course of study
was altered to reflect what Marsh described as an “organic curriculum,” in which students
spent three years studying language, math, science, and literature before devoting their
entire final year to the study of philosophy under Marsh himself.108 This system,
according to historian John Duffy, was “first voiced in Greek philosophy and later given
expression by the seventeenth-century Cambridge Platonists in England, then by the
Germans Kant, Fichte, and Schelling, and most recently by Coleridge in England,” and
aimed to give a unity and coherence to all of the seemingly dissimilar departments of
human knowledge.109 The new system was, in John Wheeler’s own words, “to give a
coherence to the various studies in each department so that the several parts shall present,
more or less, the unity not of an aggregation nor of a juxtaposition, nor of a merely
logical arrangement but of a development and a growth, and therefore, the study in it,
rightly pursued, should be a growing and enlarging process to the mind of the student.”110
With this understanding of how Shedd was taught to organize the world and its
knowledge, it is of little surprise that he employs the term science in this manner.
To counteract the commonly held notion that theological studies have little
connection with other fields and can be entirely summed up by means of natural
theology, Shedd proposed the following disagreement: “Nature—the natural attributes of
God and man, and the natural laws and relations of creation—forms but a minor and
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insignificant part of its subject matter. This lower region of being is but the suburb. The
metropolis and royal seat of theology is the supernatural world; a region full of moral
being, sustaining most profound and solemn relations to Reason and Law.”111 Indeed, in
Shedd’s own words, “Theology is the science of the supernatural,” and thus of the highest
grade of intellectual pursuit under his conception of the hierarchy of knowledge. 112 The
study of theology dealt not with the observable or unobservable phenomena of the natural
world as other types of scientific study did, but with the world of ideas, ethics, and everlasting principles that are unbeholden to entropy, time, or space. The value of theological
studies, then, rested not with the memorization of large amounts of information, but in its
contemplative and introspective processes, which, according to Shedd, constitute a “true
education.” The study of theology, then, produced an education that fulfilled the
intellectual needs of the mind and soul, where “intellectual energy is not awakened by
abstractions, nor is it expended upon them, but upon those supernatural realities which
are the appropriate objects of rational contemplation and which completely satisfy the
wants of an immortal being. For that which imparts substantiality to thought is religion,
and all reflection which does not in the end refer to the moral and supernatural relations
of man, is worthless.”113 Shedd’s conceptualization of the study of theology, then, was
presupposed by his belief in Christianity and could not be disentangled from it. Under his
adopted Coleridgean theory of the unity of knowledge, any type of study that did not
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ultimately resolve itself through the deep contemplation of the supernatural relations of
man could not contribute to an organic and true education.
Later in the discourse, Shedd hinted at his own purpose for discoursing upon the
topic of theological studies, arguing that he was living in a dark period of religious
antipathy in which matters of religious doctrines have become irrelevant for the everyday
lay person. He wrote,
We of this enlightened nineteenth century, are in the habit of calling those
centuries of reformation, dark in comparison with our own; but with all
the darkness on some subjects, it may be fearlessly asserted that since the
first two centuries of the history of Christianity, there has never been a
period when so large a portion of the race have been so deeply and
anxiously interested in the truths pertaining to another world, as in those
two centuries of reformation:—the sixteenth and seventeenth…. Even the
very keenness and acrimony of the theological disputations of that period
prove that men believed, as they do not in this indifferent age, that
religious doctrines are matters of vital interest.114
Moreover, Shedd argued that the study of theology has become entirely detached from
American literature and no longer formed a substantial part of the studies of “the
cultivated class,” lamenting that,
There was a period when literary men devoted the best of their time to the
high themes of religion, and when literature took a deep hue and tincture
from theology. There was a period when such a man as Bacon wrote
theological tracts and indited [sic] most solemn and earnest prayers; when
such a man as Raleigh composed devotional hymns; when such a man as
Spenser sung of the virtues and the vices; when such a man as
Shakespeare expended the best of his poetic and dramatic power in
exhibiting the working of moral passion; and when such a man as Milton
made the fall of the human soul the “great argument” of poetry.115
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In a sense, the subtext of Shedd’s entire discourse was a warning to its audience of future
scholars and professional leaders that the study of theology—the original function of the
American college in the eighteenth century—was still a relevant and useful science and
should not be disregarded or neglected in the formal academy in favor of other novel
fields of inquiry, particularly because those other fields did not deal with the
metaphysical, and thus the ends of human knowledge. Moreover, as Shedd warns in the
final pages of the discourse, “[m]erely human culture and, merely natural science, cannot
educe that moral weight and force in the cultivated class, without which the state cannot
long hold together.”116 In a quickly changing academic world that was renegotiating its
entire relationship with inquiry, Shedd’s warning demonstrated how the forces of
material modernity in the mid-nineteenth century threatened to make irrelevant that very
religious force which, in Shedd’s perspective, not only bound the American state and
society together, but also preoccupied the greatest literary minds of all of past human
history. By 1847, the reverberations of the Second Great Awakening were slowing and
perhaps this, combined with the institutional changes in academia, made the topic of
theological study a most relevant topic to be discoursed upon for a group of graduates
about to exit the bubble of Burlington into the greater American community.
On August 3, 1847, the following year after the delivery of Shedd’s discourse,
John Henry Hopkins Jr. was invited by UVM’s literary and debating societies to deliver
an eighteen-page poem at the annual UVM commencement ceremony entitled “Liberty,”
which was later reprinted in his 1883 work, Poems by the Wayside, a lifetime collection
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of Hopkins’s writings, epigrams, sonnets, songs, hymns, and poems.117 Hopkins, the son
of an Episcopal bishop, graduated from UVM with an A.B. in 1839 and later with an
M.A. in 1845. Following the completion of his formal education, Hopkins pursued a
career as a clergyman, journalist, poet, and hymnodist.118 The poem’s basic concern is
with the fundamental characteristics of “Liberty” as evinced by the “Law of Nature” or
the law of God. Toward the end of the poem, one finds the following stanza, which is
useful for identifying the intellectual and religious forces informing the subtext of the
entire work. Hopkins wrote,
When HE [God]
Hath made thee FREE,
That this, and this alone
Deserves the noble name of LIBRERTY.119
In this passage one observes, rather paradoxically to our modern definition, that Hopkins
conceptualized the abstract notion of “Liberty” as a state of being only achievable
through the Christian God—that God, and God alone, was he who enabled true liberty.
He begins the poem by asking the reader to consider this:
Would’st thou be free?
Leave, then,
The haunt of slavish men,
and seek the wilds of nature. There, alone,
Behold and see
How thick all round thee have been sown
The untrammeled prototypes of Liberty.120
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When examined under the lenses of mid-nineteenth century Christian revivalism and the
flourishing of the movement of American Transcendentalism, Hopkins’s inquiry can be
described as archetypal. Throughout the poem, Hopkins cites natural phenomena, such as
the Earth itself, the ocean, or the wind as things that are implicitly free, that “All Nature
speaks of Freedom.”121 Such a conception of nature aligns neatly with one of the main
tenants of American Transcendentalism, which suggested that most Transcendentalists,
and certainly those “big names” like Emerson, Thoreau, and Fuller, held the idea that the
divine pervaded all of the natural world—a stark rejection of eighteenth-century
rationalism.122 Thus, Hopkins’s idea that one must leave “the haunt of slavish men” and
“seek the wilds of nature” if they are to find freedom—a quality presupposed in God. The
invitation of a Transcendental poet to speak at commencement becomes even more
intelligible when one recalls that over the course of President James Marsh’s college
presidency and tenure as the professor of Moral and Intellectual Philosophy (1826-1833;
1833-1842, respectively) at UVM, the university acted as an inculcator of Transcendental
thought.123 Considering that Hopkins studied at UVM at the time, it is likely that Marsh’s
Transcendental pedagogical and philosophical views were presented at length to Hopkins
both in the classroom and outside (especially in Marsh’s self-administered senior-level
lecture courses) and helped to shape not only his devout Episcopal religious beliefs, but
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also his literary method of composition and future career as a hymnodist and religious
poet.
The 1850s proved to be UVM’s literary and debating societies’ least productive
decade in regard to printed publication due to the expansion of UVM’s extracurricular
landscape through the introduction of fraternities. There is evidence of only two
publications dated to this period: a traditional commencement oration and a catalog of
books belonging to the University Institute. The oration is a total of thirty-two pages and
was produced by a Bostonian printing company, Philips, Samson & Company, in a
similar outsourcing fashion to D. D.’s Barnard’s 1838 address. The second publication,
the catalog of books, was produced locally in Burlington and totals twenty-two pages.
At UVM’s commencement ceremonies of 1850, Rev. Edward A. Washburn
(1810-1881), a respected Episcopalian congregationalist and 1838 Harvard alumnus who
served as the rector of St. Paul’s in Newburyport, Massachusetts, until 1851, delivered an
oration before UVM’s literary and debating societies on the broad issue of modern
philosophic thought, and more specifically, the vast intellectual fissure between what
Washburn described as a “false idealism” and a “Christian philosophy.”124 This “false
idealism” existed as amoral scientific inquiry, which eviscerated Christianity through a
rejection of “all that that is supernatural in Christianity, to transform its sublime mysteries
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into mere conceptions of the mind, and in the reason alone to find an absolute
religion.”125 Such argumentation is highly reminiscent of William G. T. Shedd’s 1845
oration, and Washburn pointed to two case studies of the phenomena of “false idealism”
in contemporary society: modern literature and the rise of modern socialism.126 In each of
these case studies, Washburn identified the “melancholy skepticism” of their constituent
actors. Take for example, its presence in works by and of modern writers, such as in
“Faust, the aspirer after unknown knowledge … and in the Mephistopheles, the demon of
cold philosophic indifferentism,” or that “… cold, intellectual indifferentism [that] is a
pervading element in Goethe.”127 In the example of modern socialism, Washburn
differentiated himself from the other UVM commencement orators by drawing attention
to its rise as a new political theory, largely formulated in the 1820s and 1830s, that reared
its hopes not upon “Christianity as the inner law of a redeemed humanity, but on abstract
notions which idealism gives of the incarnation of God in the race, and a kingdom of
earthly perfection.”128 Such a political theory, according to Washburn, could only result
in “a gorgeous vision, incapable of reality, and ending in the destruction without
reconstruction of the solid fabric of present order.”129 The inflection of this “false
idealism” upon modernity, according to Washburn, must be viewed, then, as “only the
worn out-Paganism in a newer costume, the substitution of general ideas of the intellect
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for the truth of God in Christ, of a proud Stoicism for the morality of the self-renouncing
heart. Its philosophy is self-contemplation; its ethics, self-reliance; its religion, selfworship. Its only end can be the uprooting, in its endeavor after absolute knowledge, of
all the elements of faith, love, and heartfelt reverence.”130 Such an anti-spiritual
intellectualism was averse to the grand project of the unity of reason and faith—the
proposed end of modern thought, and Washburn recognized his own transient age as a
period bearing onward toward that truer fulfillment.131 To Washburn, “spiritual
philosophy is thus one with a Christian realism,” or, in lay terms, Christianity was a
scientific fact that has survived the “contests of opinion and changes of time” and the
crumbling of theories and thrones.132 In summation, the great issue at stake in
Washburn’s oration was thus: “The one great issue, where the whole strength of the
contests is centered, is between a false idealism, which absorbs a supernatural
Christianity in ideas of reason, and a philosophy which finds in reason itself the need of a
revealed truth.”133 Epistemological in nature, this great issue boils down to the
differences among human beings in how they create and understand their own discourses
and whether there is any need for a supernatural element in modern life—Washburn
being a proponent of the affirmative.
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Additionally, Washburn identified that this “conflict for the very essence of
religion” and its relevance in everyday American society would likely be settled in New
England and not in Europe. Washburn stated,
We are kindling with visions of letters, art, religion. The master intellects
of Europe have given us the initiative. The rich argosies of science,
criticism, poetry, which modern Germany has brought, are strewed in
lavish fullness of the shore. New England is passing beyond the straitened
limits of the past. [Alexander] Pope is no longer considered the pole star
of poetry, nor do men swear by the Edinburgh Review; we revel in the
broad fields of elder English genius, and of the literature of the
continent.134
By situating American institutions of higher education as the site in which these large
educational and philosophic questions would be resolved, Washburn revealed an
important changing attitude amongst American intellectuals during the late antebellum
era: principally, the idea that the United States had both intellectually and institutionally
matured enough to displace traditional Europe (including the British Isles) as the most
significant knowledge producer in the world. Which, by extension, would suggest that
New England institutions of higher education, and thus UVM, might play a larger role in
the resolution of this intellectual conundrum than their European colleagues. This
repositioning of the United States as the Christian and intellectual center of the world
illustrates how American intellectuals in the 1850s were beginning to renegotiate their
traditionally deferential relationship with European institutions of higher education and
the prolificity of the Second Great Awakening.
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The printed discourses, library catalogs, orations, and poems produced by
UVM’s literary and debating societies between the 1820s and 1850s represented not only
the earliest form of undergraduate publishing ever pursed at that institution, but also
contained within their body texts intellectual markers of the varying discourses
undergraduates believed to be important to their everyday lives and education. As each
new generation of undergraduates entered into UVM and its extracurriculum, they
brought with them a new set of intellectual interests informed by the political and
material realities of their own lives. From issues related to how the United States might
create a learned class of college researchers to reconciling the intellectual cleft between
the nation’s devotion to Christianity and the rise of empiricism in the formal college,
undergraduates participating in Phi Sigma Nu and the University Institute utilized
commencement or anniversary celebrations and their invited speakers to explore
intellectual subjects not found in the formal curriculum. The printed publications created
to preserve these orations enable historians to reconstruct, if only fragmentarily, a few of
the important subjects that undergraduates were discussing in their own time and reveal
an undergraduate literary culture that extended well beyond the borders of Burlington.
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CHAPTER 4: THE DISSOLUTION OF UVM’S LITERARY AND DEBATING
SOCIETIES, 1836-1862
A word should be said here of the two Literary Societies, which for some decades so
efficiently supplemented the department of Rhetoric…. no private fraternity, and no
debates or other exercises devised by the professor of Rhetoric, ever contributed so
unmistakably to the making of thinkers, writers or speakers as did the discussions,
disquisitions, and criticisms of the Phi Signa Nu and the University Institute.1
—Professor J. E. Goodrich, lamenting the death of UVM’s literary and debating societies
in a five-part University Cynic article outlining the university’s history, 1901
Fraternities and athletics essentially happened to the colleges and they happened
because students, left to their own devices, decided that they would…. The agents of
change were the students.2
—Frederick Rudolph, excerpt from “Neglect of Students as Historical Tradition,” 1966
__________________________________________________________________
Between the inauguration of UVM’s first proto-fraternity, Phylos Kapnon, in 1836 and
the conclusion of the American Civil War in the spring of 1865, UVM’s literary and
debating societies gradually saw their once large memberships diminish as other novel
extracurricular organizations took precedence in the undergraduate imagination and
extended calls for soldiers to supply the Union army depleted UVM’s college
population.3 In September 1862, both Phi Sigma Nu and the University Institute ceased
all meetings, and in 1868 Phi Sigma Nu’s library was donated to the university. 4 The
dissolution of the organizations was accelerated by the dislocations of the war, which
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removed society members from the university campus and fractured relationships
between alumni members. But unlike students at other institutions of higher education,
UVM’s undergraduates in the post-war period found no clear justification to revive their
once revered societies. Why was this? The answer: most, if not all, of their vital agencies
and activities were either appropriated by the rising social and national fraternities or
institutionalized by the university itself.
By the end of 1865, there is evidence that UVM’s extracurriculum boasted at least
four fraternities, a chapter of the Phi Beta Kappa honor society, a college humor
publication entitled The Maul (an instrument of Lambda Iota), and the seemingly
perpetual Society for Religious Inquiry, but no actively meeting literary and debating
societies, as in the past.5 The reason for their lack of revival—other than the cumulative
effects of the American Civil War—stem largely from the incongruency between the
literary and debating society’s emphasis on the “traditional goals of higher education, i.e.,
the transmission of high culture and maintenance of elite status” and the transformed
state of student culture at UVM in the postwar decades. 6 The passing of the Morrill Land
Grant Act of 1862 and the Vermont legislature’s establishment of the State Agricultural
College in 1865 are two historical markers that best represent the shifting institutional
purpose of UVM in the postwar era.7 The university’s curriculum was evolving from its
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once traditional classical arrangement to a curriculum that was capable of “meeting at
once the classical and scientific wants of the age.”8 Such a dramatic rearrangement of
UVM’s educational philosophy was not merely isolated to the formal curriculum; its
reverberations were also felt by the incoming classes of students, who reconceptualized
older notions of the utility of the extracurriculum and how they should spend their time
outside of the classroom.
UVM’s social fraternities and later national fraternities proffered the first
legitimate challenge to the literary and debating society’s extracurricular hegemony over
UVM’s undergraduate culture and provided an alternative student culture that was
“secular, other-worldly, and complementary to a student body upwardly mobile in a
rapidly changing social milieu.”9 Just as the formal curricular world was changing in the
decades leading up to and after the Civil War, so too did the extracurriculum, and
undergraduates at UVM after 1865 saw no legitimate reason to reconstitute an
organization that epitomized the formal classical college’s vision of students as
neoclassical scholar-leaders. Instead, they flocked to the new fraternities, which
represented not only the future of extracurricular power at UVM, but also “those secular
values concomitant with the general shift from agrarian and rural to urban and
industrial.”10 The fraternity experience offered an alternative student culture unbeholden
to the official university and its faculty and existed as a social network
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quoted in Lindsay, Tradition Looks Forward, p.225.
9
DeMartini, “Student Culture as a Change Agent,” 531.
10
DeMartini, “Student Culture as a Change Agent,” 531.
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based upon the etiquette, values, and world view of the modern secular
city. They taught the values and goals of success and social status, a
worldly other-directedness consonant with the experiences students would
encounter after graduation. They de-emphasized the concern with
Christian ethics and character development as these rejected what was new
and without tradition. They were, in essence, “schools of success,
institutions that prepared young men to take their place among men, not
among the angels.”11
Fraternities promised a social network emphasizing worldly success in the new capitalist
democracy, and they were one of, if not the greatest, source of conflict between
American institutions of higher education and their student bodies in the decades leading
up to the Civil War. With this being said, one should note that the death of UVM’s
literary and debating societies was not atypical. As Frederick Rudolph observed in 1962
and Joseph R. Martini demonstrated in the case of the University of Illinois a decade
later, “[b]y the 1870s, literary societies in eastern universities were completely
subordinate to fraternities.”12 In short, students viewed fraternities as representing the
modern, while the literary and debating societies were gradually viewed more and more
as artefacts of the past, incommensurate with the new actualities of modern, post-war life,
and, at UVM, in no need of resuscitation.
4.1 Student Rebellion: The Rise of Lambda Iota and Sigma Phi
UVM’s literary and debating societies were not subverted by fraternities
overnight. In fact, a large proportion of the members of Phi Sigma Nu and the University
Institute belonged to both UVM’s social fraternities and literary and debating societies in
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the three decades leading up to the outbreak of the war. Like most other institutions of
higher education, UVM’s first fraternity was born out of student protest—another
important form of undergraduate agency. In UVM’s case, this protest was generated in
response to President John Wheeler’s 1836 ban on the use of tobacco “in or about the
University buildings, or in any room occupied by a student,” which students’ perceived
as unfair and outside of the faculty’s right to dictate.13 Indeed, the history of the
University Institute and the formation of Lambda Iota are inextricably wound together, as
members from the University Institute were, as Lambda Iota historian John Thomas
wrote, “the primary purveyors of the protest and the founders of a secret smoking society
they called Phylos Kapnon.”14 The secretive Kapnon society established the following
constitutional compact, clearly designed as a mockery of the official literary and debating
societies: “We the undersigned members of this University of Vermont being desirous of
improving ourselves in the useful sciences and believing that nothing is more conducive
to this end than the free use of tobacco, form ourselves in association for the purpose of
investigating literary and scientific subjects, by & with the aid of this exhilarating
weed.”15 According to Thomas, the Kapnon society’s weekly Saturday activities included
all of the mainstays of the official literary and debating society: debates, mock trials, and
essay readings—all, of course, completed in the midst of a heavy cloud of tobacco smoke
because each member was required to smoke two pipes of tobacco or two cigars each

13

See records of the trustee minutes in 1840 for more on the ban on smoking. The later clause implying
that the tobacco ban applied to student’s living off-campus.
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Thomas, Owl’s View, 20. Originally cited from Constitutional Compact, LIA, UVM’s LRA.
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meeting.16 Only with the economic crises engendered by the Panic of 1837 did the
Kapnon society begin to fall apart, as many of the members of the covert organization
could no longer pay their tuition nor risk being expelled from the university for bad
behavior or rule-breaking.17
Phylos Kapnon’s direct descendant, the Lorillard Institute, was formed in
September 1839 by a group of five students, two of which, seniors Benjamin Tenney and
William Higby, were former Phylos Kapnon members.18 By 1840, UVM’s student body
was split along political lines similar to the divide between the nation’s two largest rival
parties, the Democrats and the Whigs. One key issue that helped draw clear lines between
students was the use of alcohol. Lyman Beecher’s national Temperance movement had
gained significant traction by this time, and some UVM students during the early 1840s
formed a Temperance Society at the university. Unofficially, Thomas suggests, students
divided themselves between those who identified as “Blues Evangelical” or “Bloats
Riotous,” the Blues being the temperate, pious, and conservative students who supported
the faculty’s demand for campus-wide order, and the Bloats being the students who
opposed temperance and rebelled against the university’s rules and disciplinarians.19
Although the boundaries of these two social groups were fluid, Thomas reminds us that
“the Blues typically belonged to Phi Sigma Nu literary society and the Bloats were
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members of the rival University Institute.”20 Such a bifurcation of UVM undergraduates
during the fraternity era speaks plainly to Horowitz’s division of undergraduates into
“college men” and “outsiders” or “rebels,” just as undergraduates had been split between
Phi Sigma Nu and the University Institute prior to the introduction of fraternities in
Burlington.21
The Lorillard Institute—named as a parody of the University Institute and to
honor the nations most famous tobacconist, Peter A. Lorillard, maintained the traditions
of secrecy, smoking, and literary pursuits established by their progenitor, Phylos Kapnon,
until 1844 and the official establishment of the Lambda Iota fraternity. The Lorillard
Institute, much like its predecessor, held meetings on Saturday and opened with readings
from Shakespeare (a society favorite) or excerpts from Donegan’s Greek lexicon, elected
traditional officers (president, treasurer, censor, and secretary), and most importantly,
established a society journal: The Lorillard Gazette, a weekly “chronicle of the lives &
doings, the tempers & feelings, the sympathies and associations of Lorillardians.”22 The
society journal was created in the standard newspaper format of the period and featured
essays, editorials, poetry, songs, and fictitious advertisements, beginning a one-hundredand-fifty year tradition within the society.23
Since the Lorillard Institute was a clandestine organization with traditions and
goals at odds with the official university and faculty, its society journal was produced in
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manuscript form and circulated by hand.24 The establishment of the Lorillard Gazette
marks two significant revolutions in undergraduate publishing at UVM: first, publishing
was no longer necessarily intended for the dissemination of scholarly works amongst the
society for its edification; and second, publication through official channels and through
an institutionalized medium (i.e. print) was no longer necessarily advantageous to the
extracurricular organizations that dominated undergraduate culture. This is not to say that
all UVM students refused to publish in print after the 1840s—in fact, there is a very large
body of evidence pointing to the quite contrary. 25 This is only to suggest that the majority
of the body of primary sources that one would qualify as undergraduate publications or
publications produced by undergraduates after the 1840s were produced by members of
fraternities, and these publications—for the most part—were created for purposes of
furtive enjoyment and ease of circulation.
Between 1839 and 1844, the Lorillard Institute and its membership were
responsible for both exacerbating the already precarious relationship between UVM’s
faculty and its student body and also for generating a pervasive spirit of student
rebelliousness. In these five years, Lorillard members regularly violated the university’s
rules in a variety of creative ways. From refusing to stand at chapel prayers to instances
of vandalism and theft, gambling, drinking, and smoking on university property, even to
physically targeting those students who supported the faculty, Lorillard members helped
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to bifurcate UVM’s student population further into the “Blues vs. Bloats” dichotomy.26
Lorillardians also helped to hasten the demise of the literary and debating societies by
manipulating their elections in favor of their own secret society’s members, which was
not always done subtly and thus helped other students to view those organizations as
illegitimate.27
By the winter term of 1842-43, the Lorillardian blatant smoking within Old Mill
forced President Wheeler to reissue the tobacco ban, which in turn caused two student
informers (Orpheus Lanpher and Will Ferris) to be assaulted on the nights of April 13
and 14.28 The university promptly launched an investigation, which resulted in the
expulsion of Lorillard member, Samuel Dorman, on April 27, 1843, three months before
his graduation—not for the crime of assaulting two other students, but for refusing to
comply with the rules delineated in the university laws during questioning. 29 Coupled
with Dorman’s expulsion, the conflicts between the faculty and the Lorillardians came to
a head in 1843 due to the literary and debating society’s selection of Charles G. Eastman
as the honorary poet for the 1843 commencement ceremony. Eastman’s selection
engendered controversy because he had been expelled from UVM in 1837, his selection
was voted on under dubious intersociety circumstances, and the faculty refused to accept
it. The controversy over Eastman’s selection was further publicized and politicized by the
party machines of Burlington, particularly the Whig outlet, The Daily Free Press and
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Times, and the Democratic outlet, The Burlington Sentinel. That publicity, in turn,
heightened the divisions of the divided literary and debating societies into pro and antiEastman blocs. The controversy was fueled by late-night disturbances by protesting
students, and the university cracked down on irregular student activity by having the
faculty patrol the university grounds at night. One night in June 1843, President Wheeler
was attacked from behind while making these rounds, prompting another investigation
aimed at Lorillard Institute members.30
The attack on President Wheeler did much to divert attention away from the
commencement controversy, though the faculty’s later public condemnation of Eastman
as commencement poet rekindled the spirit of rebelliousness at UVM. The literary
societies responded by publishing a letter stating that the only condition in which
Eastman would not speak was if he declined to do so and they also threatened to disrupt
commencement by holding a separate event in a local hall off-campus.31 In the end, the
faculty prevailed by threatening to expel any student who arranged for Eastman to read a
poem or any other material anywhere in Burlington. Eastman withdrew his services when
he heard of the faculty’s ultimatum, as he did not want to be responsible for anyone else’s
expulsion.32 Despite their de facto failure to make Eastman the official commencement
orator of UVM’s 1843 ceremony, the Lorillard Institute had successfully demonstrated
that its members could mobilize their secret members in both literary and debating
societies to the Lorillard Institute’s own ends. The leveraging of fraternal political clout
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within the literary and debating societies exposed just how hollow those student
extracurriculars had become by the 1840s at UVM and foreshadowed the fraternity’s
ability to dominate undergraduate culture in the post-war era. Moreover, it demonstrated
that students were aware of their own role and responsibility in organizing
commencement activities and were able to use their traditional charge of selecting an
orator as an undergraduate agency to protest their perceived inequities caused by the
faculty’s laws. With this view of the events that transpired in the summer of 1843, it is of
little wonder that there is no evidence that the societies attempted to continue the tradition
of publishing the commencement oration, as that year’s version was given by a speaker
selected by the faculty.33
By the spring of 1844, rumors circulated around campus that a group of the
Lorillard Institute’s enemies were attempting to bring a charter from Union College to
establish a chapter of Sigma Phi—an official national fraternity—at UVM. The Lorillard
Institute responded to these rumors by reevaluating their position on campus and
considering the threat posed by Sigma Phi. At their 1844 annual meeting, they voted to
rename their now hardly secretive institute to Lambda Iota (meaning roughly “the right
idea”), which the members supposed would give them an air of legitimacy and a more
equal footing with their new competitors.34 The rumors proved correct, and the
establishment of the sixth chapter of Sigma Phi at UVM during 1845 marked both the
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introduction of the official Greek system to UVM, and more importantly, the final
dissolution of the literary and debating society’s hegemony over undergraduate culture. 35
4.2 The Effects of the Displacement of UVM’s Literary and Debating Societies
The undergraduate agency that was pre-Civil War student publishing at UVM
necessitated several material and logistical factors, chiefly, an organized group of
students responsible for contacting and negotiating with orators, copyright offices, and
printers; some amount of capital to fund the publication; and a public ready to consume
the work, either orally or in print form. As the literary and debating societies were
gradually co-opted and then displaced by the incoming fraternities in the antebellum
years, and as UVM began to feel the effects of the war’s outbreak in 1861, the societies
lost two of the fundamental prerequisites required for the action of publishing: the
societies’ memberships dropped due to the plummeting university enrollments of 18631866, and the new students who replenished the university’s enrollment in the post-war
era had little interest in producing and consuming the same types of media as their
predecessors. The generational gap was as wide, if not larger, as it had been between
students at UVM in the 1800s versus the 1830s. For evidence of this supposition, one
need only observe the scant few publications produced by the societies in the two decades
leading up to the outbreak of the war. The societies had officially stopped meeting before
a future 1862 commencement oration could even be pursued—the war and its effects
took precedence.
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As such, after the war concluded and enrollment rates slowly stabilized at UVM
during the early 1870s, the new generation of students who entered the university
reconstructed the extracurriculum to fit their own specific needs, and the rival literary and
debating societies that had, as Goodrich lamented in 1901, “so efficiently supplemented
the department of Rhetoric,” did not merit a place in an undergraduate culture dominated
by fraternities and characterized by their alternative set of values, which were expressly
at odds with the faculty’s more conservative values. The American Civil War catalyzed,
and the rise of the fraternity system ensured, that any instrument that represented the
faculty’s values or goals for undergraduates would not be allowed a space in UVM’s next
extracurricular landscape. Consequently, the responsibility of publication—an essential
student agency—was left in the hands of fraternities for more than two decades
thereafter, until 1883 and the formation of the university’s first official newspaper, The
University Cynic. Accordingly, UVM’s undergraduates’ extracurricular literary culture
was slowly relocated from the literary and debating society to the fraternities after 1862,
as fraternities were the only popular extracurricular organizations that had, one, survived
the war, two, sustained some modicum of their membership, and finally, still hosted
regular literary activities. The university sealed this transfer by institutionalizing all
authority over commencement activities as the literary and debating societies slowly
disappeared entirely.
After a brief inspection of the cartons upon cartons of the mostly unprocessed
fraternal periodical literature produced by just Lambda Iota, one gains an appreciation of
both UVM’s post-war extracurricular landscape and the apparent devolution of the
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quality and content of undergraduate publishing thereafter. In general, the former literary
and debating societies’ printed orations, revolving around intellectual and current topics,
were replaced by bawdy humor periodicals (i.e. The College Maul) and by covertly
circulated manuscript periodicals prepared like the flashy “Penny Press” model of the
Jacksonian era—filled with ostentatious gossip about local events and of little real
literary substance. The traditional form of publishing pursued by students before the
American Civil War—the printed oration or discourse—transformed as the Greek system
established itself in Burlington in the 1830s, and other publishing forms that were much
more amenable to the new extracurricular landscape took its place. Although there was a
plethora of undergraduate compositions circulating around UVM’s campus in the postwar period—far more than in any period in which the literary and debating societies
dominated the student’s extracurricular world—the quality and topics of such productions
are still to be given a fair evaluation by another scholar in the future. What can be said
with certainty is that, despite the fact that the literary and debating societies were not
revived after the Civil War, they had facilitated the creation of an extracurricular tradition
that fraternity members appropriated and carried forward to a new generation of
undergraduates reeling from the effects of the greatest calamity in domestic American
history.
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CHAPTER 5: UVM’S EARLY UNDERGRADUATE PUBLISHING IN
RETROSPECT, 1806-1865
In a sense, the literary societies and their libraries, the clubs, journals, and organizations
which compensated for sthe neglect of science, English literature, history, music, and art
in the curriculum— this vast, developing extracurriculum was the student response to the
classical course of study. It advanced the convincing argument that whereas the
curriculum is dead, students are alive. It brought prestige to the life of the mind. It helped
to liberate the intellect on the American campus, and it argued so persuasively that in
time the colleges assumed responsibilities that they earlier had refused.1
—Frederick Rudolph, excerpt from “Neglect of Students as Historical Tradition,” 1966
The importance of the extracurriculum in the life of the undergraduate is inversely
proportional to the relevance of the curriculum.2
—Robert Greenstreet, excerpt from “Students and Intellectual Life: An Historical
Perspective,” conference paper, 82nd Annual Meeting of the Speech Communication
Association, San Diego, CA, November 1996
__________________________________________________________________

Over the course of the five decades that literary and debating societies dominated
undergraduate extracurricular life at UVM, both the state of Vermont and the United
States as a nation underwent profound transformations—both materially and
intellectually—that altered the very nature of everyday life for the average American. By
the time that UVM’s literary and debating societies’ responsibilities and activities were
institutionalized within the formal university, the United States was plunged into the first
year of a bloody civil war that threatened to not only disrupt ordinary life in Vermont and
at UVM, but also called into question the very utility of the extracurriculum and its
constituent student organizations.
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Although UVM’s literary and debating societies were not revived in Burlington
after the war’s conclusion in 1865, their impact upon the maturation of UVM’s earliest
students remains unrivaled in comparison to many of the contemporary modes of
organizing undergraduate extracurricular life today, and the printed publications that they
produced in the early national and antebellum eras provide contemporary readers with
observable historical evidence of the discourses they routinely engaged with and
produced. As the state of Vermont experienced both the material alterations incurred by
industrialization, capitalization, and urbanization and the intellectual revolutions incurred
by the Second Great Awakening and particularly James Marsh’s formulation of
American Transcendentalism, undergraduates at UVM employed the printed publication
as an instrument to navigate the nuances of a rapidly changing world around them and to
assert agency over formal dialogues about the country’s future, in and outside the
university. In doing so, these early undergraduates quite literally participated in the
“diminution of rural New England localism,” by utilizing a quickly democratizing
communication means—print—to make their discourses publicly available to reading
publics across the burgeoning nation.
In the substance of these early publications, one can also observe how a portion
of UVM’s undergraduates registered their ideas and ethics within the extracurriculum and
the extent to which they valued the ideas contained therein. By producing printed
publications—not the typical manuscript publications of the older colonial college—
UVM’s literary and debating societies demonstrated that the speakers they invited to
campus (and their constituent orations) were of real intellectual value and worthy of
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general publication and future reference. From orations pronounced on the topic of how
the United States should organize its entire educational system to the very
epistemological root of all knowledge, and even the role of theology in the new college,
the printed publications of UVM’s literary and debating societies reveal how
undergraduates actively involved themselves in debates about the future of the American
college—the very institution to which such students had committed four years of their
lives.
As early as 1806, UVM undergraduates practiced the action of printed publishing,
thereby domesticating the print medium as an undergraduate agency and establishing
itself as an extracurricular tradition surviving into the present. In doing so, these society
members helped to form an antebellum extracurricular literary culture that emulated the
practices of the public literary culture of the greater Burlington community and the
greater New England literati. During the height of UVM’s literary and debating societies’
publishing efforts, this extracurricular literary culture assumed a new cosmopolitan
character in tandem with the greater public literary culture of New England, emphasizing
the need to hear a plurality of opinions on a single subject and the utilitarian nature of
adult education. Consequently, between the 1820s until the 1850s, UVM’s faculty
recognized that students were locating their vernacular literary efforts outside of the
university’s formal curriculum. The faculty and administration responded by taking
substantive action to institutionalize the extracurriculum, first, by reorganizing the entire
course of study in the late 1820s under the direction of President Marsh, and later by
restructuring the curriculum to incorporate English literature courses in the 1840s. By the
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time of the American Civil War, participation in the older literary and debating societies
began to falter as UVM’s first fraternities displaced the societies’ primary functions as
sites of student socialization and discourse, accelerating their dissolution in 1862.
Regardless of their eventual disbanding, the greatest historical legacy of UVM’s
literary and debating societies was their commitment to providing opportunities for
undergraduates in Burlington to direct their own intellectual interests outside of the
formal curriculum—to symbolically bring to life, through their publications, those
imminent concerns of their age. One is hard pressed—even today in 2019—to find a
close analogy, even with our sophisticated contemporary forms of student government,
debate teams, and special interest organizations and, further, to find such an active
commitment to extracurricular publication in professional journals. Perhaps, in
organizing future forms of the extracurriculum, undergraduates will look to the past and
to the extraordinary power of the extracurriculum in the first half of the nineteenth
century for inspiration and example.
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Appendix I: Chronology of Extracurricular Organizations at the University of
Vermont, 1803-1886
Note: Below is a brief chronology of the known UVM extracurricular organizations from
1803-1886, compiled using primary and secondary source materials from the University
of Vermont’s Special Collections and Library Research Annex. It is undoubtedly
incomplete—as is the nature of institutional research—and should not be considered a
finalized nor comprehensive index.
1. Phi Sigma Nu – (May 11, 1803 – Dissolved Sept 23, 1862).
2. The Legislature of the University of Vermont and the Supreme Court of
Judicature – (May 19, 1809, founded by house vote – 1810).
3. Phi Phi Alpha – (1810 – unknown). A purely literary society dedicated to the
writing & declamation of Latin, Greek, and English texts. First called the
Diaglocasebothian Society, then Philopian Adelphi, and then in 1811, Phi Phi
Alpha. The society was reorganized in 1824 as a literary society.
4. The Society for Religious Inquiry – (1826 – May 10, 1879).
5. The University Institute – (Oct. 2, 1834 – Sept. 24, 1862).
6. The Lorillard Institute – (September 19, 1839 – 1844). A secret society formed
from the remnants of Phylos Kapnon (Lovers of Smoke), operated in the
background of campus life.
a. Lorillard Gazette – (Operated during 1840s). A literary newspaper
published every Saturday by Billy Books and Co. at our Offices.
7. The Temperance Society - (Operated during the 1840s). Evidence of addresses
from 1841, 1842, and 1844.
8. Lambda Iota – (1844 – no longer recognized by UVM as of 2007). Smoking
club in 1836, a renaming of the Lorillard Institute and began to slowly co-opt
traditions of the growing Greek system in the United States.
9. Sigma Phi – (1845 – ) UVM’s first national fraternity; rival society to Lambda
Iota.
10. The College Maul – (Published during the late 1840s). College humor
publication. Physical record is fragmented and SPC only has two issues of the
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paper. Likely produced in small amounts and circulated covertly by hand, like
most other manuscript fraternal publications.
11. Phi Beta Kappa, Alpha of Vermont – (Chartered in 1848 – ) Academic honor
society.
12. Delta Psi – (1850 – 2007). Fraternity organized in the Antimasonic tradition.
13. Theta Delta Chi – (Gamma chapter established in 1852 – 1857). A secret society
modelled after the first chapter founded at Union College in 1847.
14. Winnowings from the Mill – (1875 – unknown, published twice each term).
Proto-newspaper to the University Cynic.
15. Phi Delta Theta – (Chapter founded on October 30, 1879 – no longer recognized
by UVM).
16. Kappa Alpha Theta – (Chapter founded in 1882 at UVM – unknown status as of
2019).
17. The University Cynic – (1883 – ). UVM’s first official student newspaper.
18. ARIEL – (February 1886 – ). UVM’s first official yearbook.
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Appendix II: Selected Bibliography of Publications Related to the University of
Vermont, its Undergraduate Organizations, and Alumni, 1806-1865
Note: All sources were accessed through the University of Vermont’s Special Collections
or Library Research Annex. The publications are separated by organization and ordered
chronologically, rather than in alphabetical order, for convenience. This appendix does
not purport to be comprehensive.
______________________________________________________________________
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1851.
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